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On June 14, 1982, the U.S.Department of Justice releasednew
Merger Guidelines which outline its approach to enforcing section 7 of
the Clayton Act. Perhapsthe most innovative and important aspect of
the Guidelines is their approach to market delineation. Gregory Werden, who was intimately involved in the preparationof the Guidelines,
explores thepracticalapplicationsof the Guidelines'market delineation
principles. Hefinds that the Guidelinesprovide no rulesfor delineating
markets but nevertheless make a major contributionby providing a coherent conceptualframeworkfor thinking about the issues.
On June 14, 1982, the U.S. Department of Justice released new
Merger Guidelines.' The Guidelines outline the Department's methods for determining the likely .competitive effects of mergers and acquisitions under section 7 of the Clayton Act 2 and detail specific

enforcement standards for various types of mergers. Perhaps the most
interesting and innovative aspect of the Guidelines is their approach to

market delineation, a feature of particular significance because market
delineation is the most important step. in merger analysis. 3 This article

explores the logical underpinnings, theoretical details, and practical application of the Guidelines' market delineation principles.

I.

THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MARKET DELINEATION EMBODIED
IN THE GUIDELINES

A.

The Concept of an Antitrust Market.

Section 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits mergers the effect of which
"may be substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a mo* The views expressed' in this article do not necessarily represent those of the U.S.

Department of Justice.
** Senior Economist, Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice. B.A., University of
Cincinnati, 1973; M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1974; M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1976;
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1977.

1. The Guidelines are reprinted at 2 TRADE REG.REP. (CCH) 1 4501-4505.
2. Ch. 323, § 7, 38 Stat. 730 (1914) (current version at 15 U.S.C. § 18 (Supp. IV 1980)).
3. See, eg., 3 J. voN KALrNowsK, ANTIRUST LAWS AND TRADE REGULATION § 18.01[2).
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nopoly." 4 Therefore, application of the Act requires predictions about
the effects on competition of changes in market structure. Economics
contributes much to this undertaking, and the concept of a "market" is
central to economic theory. Thus, principles of market delineation for
merger analysis could perhaps be borrowed directly from economics.
Nevertheless, economists have contributed little to market delineation
in the antitrust context.5 Most prominently, they have provided market
delineation tests rooted in the writings of nineteenth century economic
theorists about markets, 6 but those early economists' vague notions
about markets were not directed toward the analysis of mergers under
the Clayton Act. Furthermore, the concept of market delineation as it
4. 15 U.S.C. § 18 (Supp. IV 1980).
5. Economists have readily acknowledged that their profession has contributed little in this
area. In a major address to the American Ec6nomic Association's 1981 convention, George Stigler remarked. "My lament is that this battle on market definitions... has received virtually no
attention from us economists. Except for a casual flirtation with cross elasticities of demand and
supply, the determination of markets has remained an undeveloped area of economic research at
either the theoretical or empirical level." The Economists and the Problem of Monopoly, 72 AM.
EcON. REv. (PAP. & PRoc.) 1, 9 (1982). Another economist has made a similar point:
Because economists, from Adam Smith forward, have with confidence and enthusiasm
...written about markets, it is plausible to expect that they would have had quite a bit
to contribute to the resolution of the market-definition issue. Plausible but erroneous.
Curiously enough, economists have had comparatively little to say about how to
delineate markets.
Horowitz, Market D7mitioninAntitrustAnlyi" A Regresrion.BasedApproach, 48 S. ECON. J.,
1,
1-2 (1981).
6. Economic theory long ago demonstrated that within an "economic market" all units of a
good must trade at the same price if the good is completely homogeneous and there is no price
discrimination. In less ideal economic markets, different products will trade at different prices,'
but the relationship among prices will be fixed. Thus, changes in the price of one product should
be highly correlated with changes in the price of other products in the same economic market. A
concrete proposal for translating this prediction of economic theory into a practical market delineation test was made recently by Ira Horowitz. See Horowitz, supra note 5, at 6-11. Horowitz
cites numerous authorities for the theoretical basis of his test, particularly the work of William
Stanley Jevons (1835-1882). Id at 6-7. To its credit, the Horowitz test is not mechanical, and
Horowitz does not claim that it is either necessary or sufficient for a product and area to "pass" the
test in order to qualify as a market.
In addition to significant limitations that Horowitz himself notes, id "at7-9, Kenneth Elzinga
and Thomas Hogarty have concluded that for "conceptual" and "practical" reasons "price data
are of little use in ...market delineation." ELinga & Hogarty, The Problem of GeographicMarket Delineationin Antimerger Suits, 18 AN=RusT BuLL. 45, 48 (1973). Relying on the work of
Alfred Marshall (1842-1924), see Id at 47-48, 50, Elzinga and Hogarty conclude that: "A market
encompasses the.primary demand and supply forces that determine a product's price and the
geographic market area is the area that encompasses these buyers and sellers." Id at 47. This
"definition" seems of little practical relevance to merger analysis, yet Elzinga and Hogarty wring
from it a mechanical test for geographic market delineation that uses only shipments data. This
test has gained considerable acceptance despite serious shortcomings. See infra notes 157-65 and
accompanying text.
7. Although Congress enacted the Sherman Act, 26 Stat. 209, in 1890 and the Clayton Act,
38 Stat. 730, in 1914, only recently has market delineation been used in antitrust analysis. The
earliest market delineation case still considered notable is United States v. Columbia Steel Co.,
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is used in the antitrust context is quite foreign to economic theorists,
and it is only this context that gives meaning to the market delineation
question.
In economic theory, the term market is a useful but ill-defined ab-

straction. Economic theory does not require the delineation of markets, and most economists would not know how to begin to delineate

one. But even if economists routinely delineated markets, the markets
constructed in some phases of economic analysis would not be suitable
for merger analysis under the Clayton Act. Markets are an analytical
tool, and in economics and law as well as in carpentry and auto

mechanics the most useful tools are those designed for a specific job.
An important premise of the Guidelines is that market delineation
must not be based on the abstract notions of economics or any other
discipline. The Guidelines employ the concept of an "antitrust market," a market delineated for the sole purpose of antitrust analysis.

Even within the relatively narrow context of antitrust analysis, however, there is not a single, correct approach to market delineation; how
markets should be delineated depends on the exact manner in which
the delineated market will be used. The Guidelines tailor market delineation to the specific analytical paradigm used to analyze mergers
under the Clayton Act and can only be fully understood in this context.
B.

The Basic Analytic Paradigmof the Guidelines.

The Guidelines' basic analytic paradigm for horizontal mergers
logically evolves from their "unifying theme"- "that mergers should

not be permitted to create or enhance 'market power' or to facilitate its
exercise. ' 8 Market power is the ability of a single seller or group of

sellers acting collectively profitably to increase and maintain prices
334 U.S. 495 (1948). See, e.g., L. SULLIVAN, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF ANTITRUST 606 (1977).
Columbia Steel was decided under the original section 7, prior to its amendment by the CellerKefauver Act, 64 Stat. 1125, in 1950. The 1950 amendments explicitly introduced the market
delineation question. The original section 7 prohibited mergers that substantially lessened competition between the merging firms, see 38 Stat. 731; the amended section 7 prohibits mergers that
lessen competition "in any line of commerce in any section of the country." 64 Stat. 1125. The
phrase "in any line of commerce in any section of the country" has been interpreted to mean "in
any relevant market." See, e.g., J. VON KALINOWSKI, supra note 3, at § 18.01l1]. The earliest
important case decided under the amended section 7 is Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S.
294 (1962), which is still considered the leading case.
8. 2 TRADE REr. REP. (CCH) 4501. In this regard, the Guidelines "reflect the congressional intent that merger enforcement should interdict competitive problems in their incipiency."
Id This congressional intent was clearly expressed in the Senate committee report on the 1950
amendments to section 7: "The intent here ... is to cope with monopolistic tendencies in their
incipiency and well before they have attained such effects as would justify a Sherman Act proceeding." S. REP. No. 1775, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 4-5, reprintedin 1950 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD.
NEws 4296. The Supreme Court has also explicitly noted this congressional purpose: "Section 7
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above competitive levels.9 Although the Guidelines address the prob-

lem of individual dominant sellers,10 such sellers are relatively uncommon, and the Guidelines concentrate on collective exercises of market

power. As a result, the Guidelines primarily attempt to assess a
merger's probable effect on the likelihood of tacit or explicit

collusion."
The Guidelines recognize that the size distribution of sellers in a

market is the primary, but not the exclusive, indicator of the likelihood
of collusion. Neither tacit nor explicit collusion is likely to occur unless
a relatively small number of sellers accounts for a relatively large portion of the market.12 To measure market concentration, the Guidelines
use the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) rather than the traditional-

four-firm concentration ratio,' 3 but any sensible measure of concentration must be based on the same basic information--the shares of the'
firms in some market. Although it can be argued that market share
statistics should not be the cornerstone of section 7 analysis, there
seems to be no practical alternative for predicting the likelihood of
collusion.'4
of the Clayton Act was intended to arrest the anticompetitive effects of market power in their
incipiency." FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 US. 568, 577 (1967).
Although the Guidelines' ultimate goal is to prevent exercises of market power similar to
those proscribed by sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-2 (1976), the Guidelines
do not insist that such conduct occur or even be highly likely. The Guidelines' repeated references
to collusion seem to have misled some commentators-in this regard. See Axinn & Stoll, GovernmentApproves Merging Section 7 into Sherman Act, N.Y.L.J., June 24, 1982, at 1.
9. See, eg., Guidelines, 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 4501. Market power need not be
exercised by raising price, but such exercises generally take that form in the absence of price
regulation. Moreover, if raising price would not be profitable, it is extremely unlikely that some
other exercise of market power would be.
10. See id 4503.102.
11. See generally Guidelines, 2 TRADE Rno. REP. (CCH) 4501-4503.
12. Id 4503.10. Empirical research tends to confirm this. See Hay & KelleyAn Empiical
Survey of Brice.F-xingConspiracies, 17 J.L. & EcON. 13 (1974); see also Fraas & Greer, Market
Stmcture and Price Colluion" An EmpiricalAnalysir,24 J. INDUS. Ecoj;. 21 (1977).
13. 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 14503.10, 4503:101. The HHI is the sum of the squares of
theshares of all the firms in the market. The four-firm concentration ratio is the percentage of the
market accounted for by the four largest firms. There art many other such summary measures of
the size distribution of sellers. Seegenerally F. SCHERER, INDUSTRIAL MARKEr STRUCTURE AND"
ECONOMIC PERFoRMANCE 56-59 (2d ed. 1980).

The effect of the merger on market concentration is, of course, also measured through market
shares. Using the Hill, the effect of the merger on concentration is twice the product of the shares
of the merging firms. See, ag., Guidelines, 2 TRADE RO. REP. (CCH)

4503.101 n.30.

14. In any event, it is doubtful that the courts would accept an unfamiliar approach.
Landes and Posner have argued that market definition is necessary only because the direct
determinants of market power (i.e., elasticities of demand and supply) cannot be measured easily.
See Landes & Posner, Market Power i Antitus Cases, 94 HARV. L. Ray. 937, 962 (1981); see also
R. POSNER, ANTITRUST LAw: AN ECoNOMIC PERSPECTIVE 125 (1976). This is true, however, only
when the issue is "whether afom has market power," which is the only question that Landes and
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Thus, in fashioning a rational approach to analyzing horizontal
mergers, the problem is not whether to focus on market shares, but how
to make market shares consistent and reliable indicators of the likelihood of collusion. This requires that a variety of factors affecting the
relationship between market concentration and the likelihood of collusion be brought explicitly into the analysis. Given any size distribution
of firms, these factors affect the ease with which collusive agreements
can be reached or maintained and the profitability of any collusive
agreement. The Guidelines' list of relevant factors includes the degree
of product heterogeneity, the quality and availability of substitutes not
included in the market, the availability to firms of information about
competitors' transactions, buyers' characteristics and purchasing habits,
and any history of anticompetitive conduct or performance. 1- Although these factors merit consideration, they tend to be unquantifiable
and to lack precise relationships with the likelihood of collusion.
Therefore, the Guidelines use these factors primarily as pluses or mi16
nuses in relatively close cases.
Two other factors influence more substantially the likelihood of
collusion, and the Guidelines recognize their greater significance. The
likelihood of a collusive price increase by the present sellers of a product depends in part on the degree of competition they face from firms
not currently selling the product. Such competition can assume either
or both of two forms: (1) firms that currently produce other products
may switch to the production of the product in question if they can
produce it with existing facilities; and (2) firms may construct new facilities to produce the product. The former is "supply substitution" and
Posner discuss. See 94 HARV. L. REv. at 962 (emphasis added). Most section 7 cases, though,
turn not on whether the merger enhances or creates market power in a single firm, but on whether
the merger would significantly increase the likelihood of a collusive exercise of market power by
several firms. In such cases, there is no substitute for market delineation because market shares are
essential to the analysis.
It has been argued, however, that if the products in a market are highly differentiated, market
shares will not be useful indicators and market delineation is neither necessary nor particularly
usefuL See Markovits, Predictingthe Competitive Impact of HorizontalMergers in a Monopolistil.
cally Competitive World. A Non-Market-OrientedProposaland Critique of the Market Defnition.
Market Share-Market ConcentrationApproach, 56 TEx. L. REv. 587 (1978); see also Schmalensee,
Another Look at Market Powr, 95 HARv. L. REV. 1789, 1799-800 (1982). A less drastic solution
to this problem is to adjust market shares in some way to take into account the differences between
products. See Kaplow, The Accuracy of TraditionalMarket Power Analysis and a DirectAdustment Alternative, 95 HARv. L. REv. 1817 (1982). The Guidelines take still another approach.
They delineate markets and measure shares without explicit adjustmen(s, and, in interpreting the
shares, they consider how directly the merging firms' products compete. See 2 TRADE REO. REP.
(CCH) I 4503.301(c).
15. 2 TRADE REO. REP. (CCH)
4503.301-.304.
16. Id
4503.10, 4503.30.
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the latter is "de novo entry." Although these considerations are far too
important to be mere tie breakers, there is no single correct way to
incorporate them into the analysis.
There are three ways to account for supply substitutability. Under
a market delineation approach, the market for the product in question
could be defined to include all good substitutes in production. For example, the relevant market for the merger of two hubcap makers could
be defined as all light metal stampings, which would include all products produced with the facilities used to make hubcaps, even if consumption substitution Were impossible. By contrast, under the share
measurement approach, the market for the product in question could
be defined to include only products that are good substitutes in consumption. Firms capable of producing and selling the relevant product(s), however, would be assigned shares in that market based on their
capacity to sell, even if they were not currently selling the product.
Thus, all firms in the light metal stamping industry, even those not producing hubcaps, could be as'signed shares in a market for hubcaps. The
third alternative would be to ignore supply substitution in both market
delineation and share measurement but to take it into account in interpreting the significance of the shares. Under this approach, the merger
of two hubcap producers with high apparent market shares in a highly
concentrated market could nevertheless be permitted because collusion
among hubcap producers would induce producers of other light metal
stampings to switch to hubcaps. In the case of de novo entry, only the
second and third alternatives are available. Market shares can be
either explicitly reduced or implicitly discounted to reflect the effect of
entry.
The Guidelines elect the share measurement approach for supply
substitutability 7 and the share significance approach for de novo entry.'8 In each case the rationale is to make the market share figures as
meaningful as possible. In the case of de novo entry, the Guidelines'
rationale is very simple. Because it is not possible to measure or even
reasonably to predict the amount of entry that a particular price increase would induce over a particular period of time, any explicit adjustment of shares would be totally arbitrary. To avoid making such
arbitrary adjustments, the Guidelines consider de novo entry in interpreting shares. The Guidelines nevertheless fully recognize the importance of de novo entry and clearly state that the Department is unlikely
to challenge a merger in a market if "entry into [it] is so easy that ex"17. See id. 1 4502, 4502.201.
18. See id 11 4502, 4503.20.
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isting competitors could not succeed in raising price for any significant
period of time."' 19
In the case of supply substitutability, it is possible, at least in principle, to quantify the amount of supply substitution that a particular
price increase would induce. 20 Therefore, to make market shares as
meaningful as possible, the effects of supply substitutability should be
incorporated explicitly in either market delineation or share measurement. If supply substitutability were always perfect where it existed at
all, the result would be exactly. the same using either approach. Although the Guidelines elect to incorporate the effects of supply substitutability in measuring shares rather than in delineating markets,
they indicate that if substitutability in production is "nearly universal,"
products may be lumped together "as a matter of convenience" even
2t
though each will be considered to constitute a distinct market.
The Guidelines adopt the share measurement approach because
supply substitutability often is subject to constraints that are easily incorporated only in measuring shares.22 For example, consider the
merger of two airlines that fly between Chicago and New York. Although air travel between Chicago and New York probably has no
19. Id 14503.20.
20. The Guidelines consider as "production substitution" only that substitution which could
"easily and economically" occur using "existing productive and distributive facilities. . . within
six months in response to a small but significant and non-transitory increase in price." Id I
4502.20 1. Thus, substitution that could occur only after costly or time-consuming modification of
existing facilities is considered de novo entry. See id 4503.20. By restricting the definition of
supply substitution in this way, the Guidelines make it possible to incorporate explicitly the effects
of supply substitutability in market.shares. The task, however, is difficult; one must determine
both how.much a firm could produce and how much it could sell. In a market for a homogeneous,
undifferentiated good, the ability to produce generally will be exactly the same as the ability to
sell, and this simplifies the measurement problem. However, in a market for a highly differentiated product, a firm may be quite capable of producing the good, but totally unable to sell it in
significant quantities, at least within six months in reaction to a five percent price increase. Such a
firm should be assigned a share far below that indicated by its ability to produce, perhaps even a
share of zero.
21. Id 1 4502.201 n.16.
22. Even if supply substitutability is perfect, incorporating it into market delineation presents
serious conceptual problems. Products that are good substitutes in production often will not be
good substitutes in consumption. For example, various light metal stampings may be perfect substitutes in production but not substitutes in consumption at all. It would be awkward to think in
terms of exercising market power in a "market" for various noncompeting "light metal stampings." It would be more than awkward if some light metal stampings had good substitutes in
'consumption in the form of "molded plastic products." In that event it would be impossible to
increase the price for all light metal stampings and therefore meaningless to speak of market
power in such a "market." Adding molded plastics to the "market" would only compound the
problem, however, if the merger at hand involved producers of hubcaps, for which molded, plastics are not good substitutes in consumption. Thus, the Guidelines' approach has considerable
appeal even if supply substitutability is perfect.
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good substitute from the point of view of travelers, there may be good
substitutes from the point of view of suppliers. If every airplane owned
by a United States air carrier could be quickly and economically diverted to the Chicago--New York route, one could define the relevant
market as air service in the United States, 23 or one could define the
market as air service between Chicago and New York but assign shares
in that market according to the total number of airplanes (or seats)
each United States carrier owns. In this case both approaches produce
the same result. Alternatively, the number of airplanes from other
routes that could be diverted to the Chicago-New York route might
be constrained by the availability of landing slots and gate space at the
relevant airports. The only meaningful way to incorporate supply substitutability in this case wVould be to estimate the extent to which each
carrier could divert airplaines and to use those estimates in computing
shares.
One final consideration in making market shares as meaningful as
possible is the choice of a measurement base (i.e., sales, production, or
capacity) and, in particular, a measurement point (i.e., the point of production or the point of consumption). The Guidelines include little
about the choice of a measurement base. They only indicate that "the
Department will use the measurement base that is the best indicator of
the likely effect of the merger on market power" if the "availability of
data" makes "a choice. . . possible." 24 This is a reasonable position
because the best share measure should be determined on a case-by-case
basis. The Guidelines specify more clearly the point of measurement;
in general, they focus on sellers rather than buyers2 5 and measure
shares according to where a product is produced rather than where it is
consumed. 26 The amount of production or productive capacity of firms
in the relevant area determines market shares rather than the amount
of consumption of their products in the area.27
23. Arguments that only airplanes on geographically proximate routes or routes that share a
common origin or destination can be easily substituted have led to the use of regional, rather than
national, markets. See, ag., Carlton, Landes & Posner, Benqfts and Costs ofAirline Mergers: .4
Case Study, 11 BELL J. ECoN. 65, 75-77 (1980).
24. 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH)

4502.40 n.26.

25. SeeId 4502.30 & n.21.
26. See id 1 4502.30 n.21, 4502.40.
27. The antitrust literature and case law have almost completely ignored the point of measurement. Courts and commentators seem to prefer to measure shares at the point of consumption, but they have not explained why. The most likely explanation is the assumption that
antitrust analysis must focus on the consumers who would be the victims of anticompetitve conduct. See, eg., R.PosNER, supra note 14, at 127. Neither the Clayton Act nor judicial interpretations of the Act require this focus, however, and the Guidelines do not adopt it.
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The Guidelines' preference for the point of production over the
point of consumption derives from the theory that a firm's production
or capacity to produce indicates its competitive impact regardless of
where its production is consumed. This is clearly the case if the product in question is homogeneous and undifferentiated because consumers will readily substitute one firm's product for that of another.
Production of a homogeneous and undifferentiated good can easily be
diverted from one point of consumption to another, and the capacity to
produce is easily converted into sales. But if the product is highly differentiated, consumers will not so readily substitute one firm's product
for that of another. In that case, a firm that can sell only half the
amount it can produce and that is shipping half of its output out of a
particular area might not be able to increase significantly its total sales
in the area if the price rose, either by diverting production sold in another area or by increasing production. Therefore, if the product is
highly differentiated, market shares should be measured at the point of
consumption rather than at the point of production. The Guidelines do
not note this exception, but they do note a similar exception that also
should be made in the case of price discrimination: 28 if price discrimination is possible, the Guidelines sanction the measurement of shares
based on consumption by those against whom the discrimination could
occur.
The foregoing considerations have a profound effect on market delineation, the remaining step in the Guidelines' paradigm. 2 9 Market
delineation is part of an analysis designed to determine whether a
merger will create or enhance market power. Mergers affect market
power primarily by increasing the likelihood that a few competitors
will coordinate their activities and act monopolistically. Such collusion
is undesirable because monopolists tend to restrict output and charge
prices that exceed competitive levels. If, however, the sole present and
future seller of a product in an area cannot profitably increase price
significantly, that "monopolist" is not of antitrust concern. It follows
that the merger of any two sellers of that product in that area also
would be of no concern. Thus, before a product and area can be considered a market for the purposes of section 7 analysis, it must be determined that market power could be exercised over that product in that
area. The Guidelines base their approach to market delineation directly on this premise, asking whether a significant increase in the price
28. See 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 4502.30.
29. See infra text accompanying notes 31-35.
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of a product in an area would be profitable for a hypothetical monopo30
list of that product in that area.
In summary, the Guidelines' paradigm for the analysis of horizontal mergers consists of six steps. First, markets consisting of groups of
products and areas are delineated for each product and plant of each of
the merging firms. Second, present competitors in each of the markets
are identified by determining who sells or could quickly and economically sell in the markets using existing facilities. 3' Third, market shares
are assigned according to the sales or the capacity to sell of each of the
present competitors in the market, which may include firms not currently selling?32 Fourth, the size distribution of firms is examined in
light of various other factors to assess the likelihood of collusion in the
markets.33 Fifth, the shares of the merging firms are scrutinized to determine whether the merger significantly increases the likelihood of
collusion? 4 Sixth, entry conditions are examined to determine whether
collusion by present competitors would be profitable.35
In its simplest form, this paradigm poses four questions, each of
which must be answered affirmatively before a horizontal merger will
be challenged by the Department: (1) if there were only one present
and future seller of a product in an area, would it be able profitably to
increase its price; (2) is it likely that present competitors would be able
to coordinate their activities and act monopolistically; (3) would the
merger significantly increase the likelihood of such coordinated conduct; and (4) would such monopolistic conduct profitably persist despite the possibility of new entry? The first question is that of market
delineation. It asks whether price could be raised profitably assuming
that there is only one seller at present and that there is no possibility of
new entry. The remaining questions have to do with the relevance of
these two assumptions in the context of the particular product and area
at issue. The second through fifth steps of the paradigm are collapsed
into the second and third questions--whether monopolistic conduct by
present competitors is reasonably likely and whether the merger significantly increases the likelihood of monopolistic conduct. The fourth
question addresses the possibility of new entry; it asks whether present
competitors would be able to increase price significantly without inducing new entry that would lower the price through competition.
30. See infra text following note 35.
31. See 2 TRADE REo. REP. (CCH) 1 4502.20 & n.15.

32. See id 1 4502.40.
33. See id 11 4503.10, 4503.30.
15. See id 14503.10.
35. SFee idL 1 4503.20.
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C. The Guidelines' Defnition of a Market.
The Guidelines define a market as
a group of products and an associated geographic area such that (in
the absence of new entry) a hypothetical, unregulated firm that made
all the sales of those products in that area could increase its profits
increase in price
through a small but significant and non-transitory
36
(above prevailing or likely future levels).

This definition is derived from the Guidelines' basic analytic paradigm.

The paradigm identifies mergers likely to create or enhance market
power through cooperative increases in price by a relatively small
number of firms? 7 The merger of two firms in a market could not create or enhance market power if the merger of all of the firms in that

market would not do so. Thus, the Guidelines define a.market as a
product or group of products and a geographic area in which the
enmerger of all present and future sellers would result in significantly
38
hanced market power and thereby significantly higher prices.
Because neither de novo entry nor supply substitutability are considered in market delineation, 39 the issue is only whether a product in
an area could be subject to an exercise of market power-whether a

"firm that [is] the only present andfutureseller" of a group of products
in an area would be able to raise price profitably.40 The Guidelines

thus consider whether substitution by consumers would make it unprof36. Id T4502 n.6. Although not explicit in the Guidelines, it is clear that the assessment of
the profitability of a price increase should be based on the costs of existing competitors, rather
than the hypothetical costs of the hypothetical monopolist, because the Guidelines assess the likelihood of collusion among existing competitors. The hypothetical monopolist postulated in the
Guidelines' definition of a market is simply a mechanism for achieving the result of perfect cartelization. In addition, only.the profit effects in the delineated market ought to be considered.
Otherwise, market delineation could depend on the extent to which the hypothetical monopolist
or hypothetical cartel of existing competitors profited indirectly through selling substitute products
not included in the market. Such a result would be nonsensical. Finally, in assessing the profitability of increasing the price of a group of products in a particular area, it must be assumed that
-sellers of other products or the same product produced in other areas would in no way cooperate.
At least in general, the responses of sellers outside a prospective market must be assumed to be
competitive. If cooperative reactions were assumed, then markets could (and under principles
discussed in text accompanying notes 63-66, relevant markets would) be unreasonably small.
37. See supra text accompanying notes 29-35.
38. The meaning of the Guidelines' definition of a market is explained further in the next
section. See infra notes 61-121 and accompanying text.
39. See supra text accompanying notes 16-23.
40. 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 1 4502.10 (emphasis added). This is the meaning of the
phrase "in the absence of new entry" in the Guidelines' definition of a market.
The Guidelines never explicitly state that "entry" in this phrase includes both de novo entry
and supply substitutability, but that is the clear implication of the analytical paradigm. See, e.g.,
id 1 4502.201 n.16. It is also the clear implication of hypothesizing a firm "that was the only
present and future seller." Id
4502.10.
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itable for a hypothetical monopolist of a product in an area to raise its
price significantly.
Under the Guidelines, a market is "a group of products and an
associated geographic area" that meets certain conditions 4 1 it is not a
group of buyers or a group of sellers or both. Markets are simply tools
used to assess the likelihood of collusion. The likelihood of collusion
and whether a merger makes collusion more likely must be ascertained
primarily from market shares and market concentration, which necessitates the delineation of markets. Because market shares generally are
measured at the point of production under the Guidelines, market delineation generally focuses on the locations of sellers. Despite this focus on the point of production, markets themselves are not collections
of sellers; they are products and areas in which they are produced. The
distinction is important. In somecases, the Guidelines measure shares
at the point of consumption, and market delineation is concerned with
the locations of buyers. In these cases a market obviously cannot be a
group of producers. The Guidelines avoid the problem of defining the
term market differently in different contexts by separating market delineation from the identification of the sellers or buyers in a market.
This fundamental separation is most visible in the Guidelines' treatment of supply substitutability, but the distinction is consistently maintained throughout. 42
The Guidelines' definition of a market involves the profitability of
increasing price "above prevailing or likely future levels." The reason
for this is that the ultimate question is whether a merger would create
or enhance market power.43 If, absent price regulation, the sole seller
41. Id 4502 n6.
42. The separation of market delineation from the identification of buyers and sellers is less
clear and less important with respect to the geographic dimensions of markets because supply
substitutability relates only to product dimensions. Indeed, the Guidelines' section on the geographic dimensions of markets bears a heading that seems to eliminate the separation altogether.
"Identification of Firms that Produce the Relevant Product at Relevant Locations (Geographic
4502.30. The text that follows this heading does not undercut the
Market Definition)." Id
separation of the two issues.
43. In cases under section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2 (1976), the issue is significandy different. In such cases the threshold question is whether a firm possesses market power,
and the answer turns on whether the firm could profitably increase, or already has increased, price
significantly above the compei'tive level. If the firm in question is a pure monopolist, it probably
will already have increased price to the point at which significant additional increases would be
unprofitable. The Supreme Court's decision in United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,
351 U.S. 377 (1956), has been the subject of severe criticism because it failed to focus on the
competitive price as a benchmark for assessing market power. See, eg., R. POSNER,"sqpra note 14,
at 128.
The issue is also somewhat different in certain merger cases. If a monopolist over a product
in a particular area acquired a firm selling an imperfectly substitutable product in the same area
or the same product in a distinct but adjoining area, the likely effect would be an increase in the
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of a product in an area could not profitably raise price above prevailing
or likely future levels, then the merger of two sellers of that product in
that area could not meaningfully enhance market power. This is true
even if the reason that price could not be profitably increased is that it
already is well above competitive levels because of collusion or monopoly.44 The only possible exception would be when a merger would
strengthen a shaky cartel and prevent price from falling. In this case, a
price significantly below the prevailing price could be considered to be
a "likely future" price, and it could be profitable for a hypothetical
monopolist to increase price significantly above that likely future
price. 45
The general approach to market delineation in the Guidelines contains several imp6rtant elements not stated in the Guidelines' definition
of a market. The Guidelines' market delineation procedure begins by
monopolist's price. This would be true even if the degree of competition between the two products
or areas was slight and collusion among sellers of the two products or in the two areas was there-

fore extremely unlikely. See infra text accompanying note 64. In that event, the acquisition could
not increase the likelihood of collusion, but it would cause the monopolist's profit-maximizing
price to increase. This may be the sort of situation that the Guidelines contemplate by seeking to

prevent mergers that "create or enhance 'market power' or. . .facilitate its exercise." 2 TRADE
REG. REP. (CCH) 4501 (emphasis added). As in the analysis ofmonopolization cases, the analysis of these "semihorizontal" mergers should use competitive price as a benchmark. The use of
prevailing prices would result in the delineation of markets that included the products and areas
of both merging firms even if there were no possibility of collusion among sellers of the two
products or in the two areas. The shares in such a market would be meaningless. For a discussion
of the analysis of "semihorizontal" mergers, see Werden, Section 7 of the Clayton Act and the
Analysis of "Semihorizontal" Mergers, 27 ANcrrusr BULL. 135 (1982).
44. It makes no difference whether the benchmark price is the prevailing price or the competitive price unless the prevailing price is at or near the monopoly level. Prevailing prices would
rarely be that high.
45. The Guidelines do not explicitly indicate the conditions under which likely future prices
may be used as a benchmark. In a footnote they state that likely future prices may be used "provided that the relevant price relationships can be projected with confidence." 2 TRADE REa. REP.
(CCH) 14502.10 n.9. However, the terms "relevant price relationships" and "projected with confidence" are not defined. Moreover, the Guidelines do not state that likely future prices will be
used only if this condition is met. Perhaps this condition indicates only one of several situations in
which prevailing prices will not be used.
The use of future prices is appropriate in industries in which prices are certain to rise substantially, even if the level of prices that will prevail in the future is uncertain. For example, a significant price rise in the natural gas industry will occur if the price of much gas is decontrolled in 1985
as scheduled pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 3331(a) (Supp. II 1978). Although one cannot predict the
level of the price increase, one can predict that an increase will occur, and it would be a serious
mistake to use only prevailing prices in the analysis of a merger in an industry in which prices are
certain to rise. The Guidelines should be interpreted to allow the use of future prices whenever it
can be "projected with confidence" that relative prices will change significantly and that the
change will be in a particular direction. Moreover, the requisite level of "confidence" should not
be particularly high. If a change is much more likely to occur than not, this should be a sufficient
basis for choosing a benchmark price other than the prevailing price.
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identifying each significant product of each of the merging firms 4 6 and
(at least for relatively undifferentiated products 47 ) each plant that produces them. 48 Markets are delineated by applying the Guidelines' definition of a market to each product and plant identified. In each case
the process focuses on whether a firm that was the only present and
future seller of the identified product in the identified area would be
able profitably to increase price significantly. This question is answered by using the available evidence' 9 to judge the extent to which
the price increase would cause consumers to switch to other products or
to the same product produced in another area. The question is first
posed for a very narrow group of products in a limited area, centered
on the product of each of the merging firms and the locations of their
plants."O If such a seller could not profitably increase price significantly, the group of products, the area, or both are expanded, and the
question is asked again. The procedure continues until there is an af-'
firmative answer, and this last posited group of products and geographic area constitutes a market.
The starting point for market delineation under the Guidelines is a
particular product produced by one of the merging firms and the plant
that produces it. Thus, markets are delineated for each merging firm.
A merger is horizontal if either firm is in a relevant market drawn
around the other. Markets drawn around each of the merging firms are
equally relevant, and either or both may be the market(s) on which a
challenge under section 7 is based.
46. See Guidelines, 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 4502.10 & n.7.
47. It is generally assumed herein that the products of the merging firms are relatively undifferentiated and that shares will be measured at the point of production unless price discrimination
is possible. This avoids possible disagreement with the Guidelines about the point of measurement
for highly differentiated products. See supra notes 27-28 and accompanying text.
48. See Guidelines, 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 4502.30. Both the Guidelines and this
article are written as if all mergers were in manufacturing. The analytical approach for other

mergers is essentially the same, although the terminology varies slightly. For example, the analysis of a merger between retailers would focus on the location of the retailing outlets, and the terms
"plants" and "productive facilities" in the Guidelines should be read to refer to retailing outlets.
49. The utility of various types of evidence is discussed infra at notes 131-40 and accompanying text.

50. The Guidelines indicate that the first step in market delineation is to "establish a provisional... market." They could be read to suggest that there is a rule for determining what is and
is not included in the provisional market. See 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 1 4502.10, 4502.30.
However, the breadth of the provisional market is arbitrary, provided that it is not too big. As the
Guidelines explain, a provisional market can be expanded but not contracted. See id Thus, there
can be no danger in starting with a provisional market smaller than the actual market; the only
danger is that the provisional market may be too large. For this reason, market delineation under
the Guidelines' procedure must begin with a narrowly drawn provisional market, and any contrary inferences must be discounted.
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In constructing and expanding the various groups of products and
areas under their market delineation procedure, the Guidelines strictly
apply a rule that governs the "shape" of these market candidates. This
rule requires the inclusion of "any product that is at least as good a
substitute as any product included" 5 1 and "any area [from which] production . . is at least as good a substitute as production that is included." 5 2 The quality of substitutes can only be measured against
some benchmark product and location, which, under the Guidelines, is

the product of one of the merging firms and the point at which it is
produced. Thus, the Guidelines require that every market be circular,

with a center at the product and production point of one of the merging
firms and a radius large enough so that a "significant and non-transitory increase in price" would be profitable for a present and future hy-

pothetical monopolist.5 3 This market circularity is abstract; it is not
well defined in the product dimensions of a market, 54 and markets need
not be physically circular in their geographic dimensions. 55 The impor-

tance of the Guidelines' rule is that it precludes, at least in theory, one
kind of gerrymandering of market boundaries.5 6 The Guidelines rule
out selective inclusion and exclusion of products and areas to achieve a
51. Id
4502.10 n.12.
52. Id
4502.30 n.24.
53. Id
4502 n.6.
54. Circularity can be defined in product space only ifit is possible to express the differences
between products with a distance measure, just as differences in location are expressed. This
generally will not be possible.
55. Markets will be circular in geographic space only, for example, if all sellers have
equivalent production costs, and transportation cost is uniform per air mile. In the real world this
is never precisely the case. For goods transported by truck, the nonuniformity of the interstate
highway system generally will cause some deviation from perfect geographic circularity. For
goods transported by rail, the nonuniformity of the rail network will have a similar, and probably
greater, effect, although in both cases markets generally will not be far from circular. But considerable irregularity is possible. For example, production in Pittsburgh could be in the market for a
firm that produces in New Orleans, while production in Oklahoma City is not, because of the
availability of cheap water transportation between Pittsburgh and New Orleans but not between
Oklahoma City and New Orleans. Differences in firms' costs can have the same effects and can
also create gaps in a market. For example, even with transportation costs that are uniform per air
mile, the geographic market for a particular product of a particular firm might consist of a circular
area around the firm's plant plus a noncontiguous area containing one or more distant sellers.
The latter area could be part of the market because it contains one or more sellers with particularly low production costs, allowing them to compete with the firm in question even though surrounding sellers cannot. See Guidelines, 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 4502.30 n.22.
56. The rule also makes market delineation reproducible in principle. If there were reliable,
objective evidence about the profitability to a hypothetical monopolist of increasing price, the
Guidelines' approach to market delineation would permit markets of only one shape. By itself,
the Guidelines! definition of a market permits an infinite variety of shapes, as do the ad hoc
principles that have been used in the past. The Guidelines' rule precludes gerrymandering the
market's shape; elsewhere the Guidelines address a similar problem relating to the market's size.
See infra notes 63-68 and accompanying text.
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desired result in terms of market shares. For example, if the merging
firms had plants in Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri,
New Mexico, and Oklahoma, but not in Texas, the Guidelines would
not allow the delineation of a market that arbitrarily excluded Texas.
In the foregoing procedure, the postulated price increase is a uniform increase in each seller's factory-gate price. The Guidelines' market delineation procedure initially assumes that there is no price
discrimination and that market power, if it exists, would therefore be
exercised through a uniform price increase.57 However, if price discrimination is possible, 58 market power can be exercised selectively
against only the most vulnerable groups of consumers. Under these circumstances, the Guidelines permit the delineation of "additional, narrower . . . markets oriented to [the] buyer groups- subject to the
exercises of market power."5 9 Although all markets are delineated by
applying the Guidelines' definition of a market to areas and groups of
products, the possibility of price discrimination significantly alters the
analysis. Rather than postulating a uniform increase in factory-gate
prices, markets are delineated by postulating a discriminatory price increase applied only to particular customers.
57. The price increase must be uniform in the sense that there is no price discrimination, but

the prices of all products need not be raised by precisely the same proportionate amount. If different products with different prices are good substitutes, the differences in price must compensate
for differences in the attributes of the products. These compensating price differentials could be
upset by a proportionate increase in the price of each product. A price increase that maintains the'
compensating price differentials should be considered "uniform."
The imposition of a uniform price increase is always more profitable for some existing sellers
than for others and may even be unprofitable for some. This may be important in assessing the
likelihood of collusion, but it is not part of the Guidelines' market delineation procedure. The
Guidelines consider only the profitability of a price increase to a hypothetical firm that is the only
present and future seller, which is essentially the same as the aggregate profitability of the price
increase to all existing sellers.
58. The definition of the word possible is important but is not discussed in the Guidelines.
Price discrimination might be possible in theory but totally impossible given the manner of trade
in an industry. For example, geographic price discrimination generally cannot be effective unless
the product is sold on a delivered basis. Thus, if a product is sold at the factory gate, price discrimination probably is not possible unless there is a fundamental change from f.o.b. to delivered
pricing. The Guidelines do not indicate whether such a change will be countenanced in determining whether price discrimination is possible, but it probably should not be. A reasonable rule
would be to consider price discrimination possible only if it is practiced currently or if it could be
successfully practiced without any significant changes in an industry's manner of trade. A more
difficult question is how legal restrictions on price discriniination should be taken into accounL'
Particularly in regulated industries, firms might be able to price discriminate if various rules,
regulations, and statutes did not constrain their actions. If it were abundantly clear that these
restrictions succeed in preventing discrimination, discrimination should not be considered possible. If it is doubtful that these restrictions prevent discrimination, it should not be inferred from
their mere existence that discrimination is not possible. In any event, such restrictions should be
given due consideration in assessing the competitive effects of a merger.
59. 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 11 4502.10, 4502.30.
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Price discrimination also affects the analysis of the profitability of
the price increase. If geographic price discrimination is not possible,
one issue in market delineation is whether raising the price of a product
in an area would be unprofitable because of substitution of the same
product produced in another area. By contrast, if geographic price discrimination were possible, the primary issue would be whether a price
increase would be unprofitable because of substitution of the same
product produced in the same area but sold to customers in other areas.
In delineating additional, narrower markets based on the possibility of
geographic price discrimination, the primary substitution under consideration involves goods that are sold in different areas but that may be
produced by- exactly the same plants. The major determinant of the
profitability of an increase in price to a particular group of consumers
is the extent to which sellers could prevent customers not subject to the
price increase from reselling the product to those who were. 60
IT.

CONCEPTUAL DIFFICULTIES IN APPLYING THE GUIDELINES'
MARKET DELINEATION PRINCIPLES

The Guidelines' procedure for delineating markets is extremely
simple in abstract terms but involves many difficulties in application.
These difficulties are both conceptual and practical. The practical
problems result from the difficulty of assessing the profitability of a
hypothetical price increase. The conceptual difficulties involve basic
aspects of the Guidelines' definition of a market and the procedure for
implementing it. Applying the Guidelines' definition of a market 6' requires that the phrase "small but significant and non-transitory in-

crease" be translated into quantitative terms and that "price" be
identified. Furthermore, what it means to ask whether a hypothetical
monopolist "could increase its profits" requires some clarification.
Furthermore, the Guidelines' definition of a market generally does
not produce a single, unique market, and practical application of the
definition requires determining which market is the relevant market.
In addition, the Guidelines' definition applies to a product and area in
conjunction, not separately. In practice, however, the product and geo60. Arbitrage possibilities range in various industries from considerable to nil. Dentists, doctors, and most providers of personal services or customized products have little to fear from arbitrage, although they might find it difficult to identify the customers against whom they wished to
discriminate. Less personalized goods and services generally can be arbitraged up to a point. If
transportation costs are high relative to price and the product is sold on a delivered basis, the
scope of arbitrage will be limited. Otherwise, it can be extensive. Like all market delineation
issues, those related to price discrimination turn on specific facts about the product and its manner
of trade.
61. See supra text accompanying note 36.
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graphic dimensions of markets are considered individually; nevertheless, important interactions between the product and the area must be
taken into account.
A.

Relevant Markets.

The Guidelines' procedure for delineating markets starts with a
geographic area and narrow group of products and enlarges either or
,both until a hypothetical present and future monopolist of the group of
products in the area would be able to raise price profitably. 62 Although
the Guidelines' definition of a market provides a lower bound on market size by requiring that the price increase be "significant and nontransitory," the definition does not provide a corresponding upper
bound. If a group of products and a geographic area centered on a
particular firm constitute a market, then, in general, any larger, inclusive geographic area and group of products also would constitute a
market. 63 This implication follows from the Guidelines' definition of a
market. For example, if the sole present and future seller of a particular group of products in Indianapolis could raise price profitably, it
would be almost certain that the sole present and future seller of that
group of products or of a larger, inclusive group of products in Indiana,
or in the Midwest, also could profitably raise price. Indeed, it is generally the case that an even larger price increase would be profitable for a
larger group of products or a larger area. Thus, normally there will be,
a large, and often an infinite, number of markets under the Guidelines'
definition.
The relevant market for analyzing a particular merger must be selected from this family of markets. If market shares and concentration
in each of the markets had the same implications for the likelihood of
collusion, the relevant market would be the one in which market shares
and concentration were greatest." This is not the case, however. If the
degree of competition between two products or two areas were very
slight, collusion between sellers of the two products or in the two areas
62. See supra notes 36-60 and accompanying text.
63. It would be possible to construct a counterexample by using a specific price increase
threshold. If, given such a threshold, a particular area and group of products barely passed the
Guidelines' test despite the fact that the area and group of products were separated from other

areas or products by pronounced "natural market boundaries," see infra notes 67-68 and accompanying text, a slightly larger group of products and area probably would not pass the test. This
could happen in the real world, but it seems rather unlikely.
64. This follows from the language of the Clayton Act which prohibits mergers that may

significantly lessen competition "in any line of commerce in any section of the country." 15
U.S.C. § 18 (Supp. IV 1980); see also su.pra note 7. Under this standard, a merger that significantly lessens competition in any relevant market is prohibited.
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would be highly unlikely under any circumstances (even if concentration were very high) because the benefits of collusion would be extremely slight. Thus, some markets under the Guidelines' definition
will be too inclusive to be useful tools for analyzing the likelihood of
collusion. All else being equal, collusion is most likely between direct
competitors producing identical products at the same location, and collusion becomes less likely as the products become less similar or as they
are produced at more distant locations. Given any cost of collusion,
such as the risk of prosecution, there must be some point at which sellers compete so little that they would never collude. Therefore, extremely broad markets cannot be considered relevant.
An obvious way to guard against qverbreadth would be to select as
the relevant market the smallest area and group of products that constitute a market; but the smallest market is necessarily rather arbitrary
'because what constitutes a "small but significant and non-transitory increase in price" is fairly arbitrary. 65 Moreover, it need not be the case
that the smallest market is a better basis for predicting the likelihood of
collusion than a slightly larger market. On the other hand, if the
Guidelines permitted the exercise of considerable discretion in selecting the relevant market, there would be considerable potential for gerrymandering. The Guidelines' solution to this dilemma is to consider
the smallest market to be the relevant market unless "independent
competitive concerns exist in a larger market."' ' This seems to be a
-reasonable rule, but the exception is rather cryptic. It should not be
interpreted to mean that a market other than the smallest is relevant
simply because market shares are higher in the larger market.
There are two important and legitimate exceptions, not mentioned
in the Guidelines, to their principle of choosing the smallest market.
The most obvious exception is the case in which there is significant
,uncertainty about the boundaries of the smallest market. Uncertainty
is inherent in assessing the profitability of a price increase by a hypothetical monopolist. The simplest and most reasonable way to offset
this uncertainty is to insist that it be reasonably certain that an area and
group of products is a market before it can be considered to be the
relevant market. Put another way, the relevant market ought to be the
smallest area and group of products that clearly constitute a market.
The second exception to the principle of choosing the smallest
market is somewhat more complicated. In some cases there will be a
clear line of demarcation between a certain group of products and all
65. See infra notes 96-114 and accompanying text.
66. 2 TRADE REo.RaP. (CCH) 4502.10, n.11, 4502.30 n.23.
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others or between a certain area and all others. For example, suppose
that the two merging firms were both in central Kansas; that the product dimensions of the market were clearly defined; and that the smallest
plausible market was a circle with a radius of 1200 miles, reaching as
far as Baltimore to the east and Los Angeles to the west. Suppose also
that there were sellers just outside this circle, in Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia to the east and in San Francisco and Seattle to the west.
In such a case, it would be reasonable to consider the relevant market
to include the entire nation and possibly the entire continent. 67 This is
neither simply a matter of convenience nor merely a way of resolving
uncertainty. It is likely that a hypothetical monopolist in a national or
continental market would find it profitable to increase price by two-or
three times as much as the price increase profitable for a hypothetical
monopolist in a market consisting of a 1200-mile radius around central
Kansas. Such a result can occur because sellers in a national or continental market are insulated by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans from
competition with sellers outside the market, whereas sellers in any
smaller market would have direct competitors just outside the market.
Under these circumstances, it is reasonably likely that if collusion did
occur, it would occur throughout the national or continental market.
"Natural boundaries," such as oceans in geographic space or pronounced gaps in the chain of substitutes in product space, should generally form the boundaries of the relevant market if the market defined
by such natural boundaries is at least as large as, and not tremendously
larger than, the smallest market. 68 When natural market boundaries
exist and satisfy this condition, any collusion that is likely to occur
probably will occur in the market that the natural boundaries define.
In summary, the relevant market is the smallest geographic area
and group of products that clearly satisfies the Guidelines' definition of
a market; alternatively, it is a somewhat larger geographic area and
group of products defined by natural market boundaries. There will be
a relevant market for each of the products of the merging firms and
each of the plants in which they are produced. If price discrimination
67. The Guidelines state that their market delineation principles "govern geographic market
definition, whether domestic or international." Id 4503.30. However, the Guidelines also state
that the Department will be "somewhat more cautious" in expanding market boundaries beyond
the United States because foreign competitors "may be subject to additional constraints not present in the domestic context" Id These "additional constraints" seem least likely to be significant
in the cases of competitors in Canada or Mexico.
68. "Natural market boundaries" can be formally defined as market boundaries such that a
hypothetical, unregulated, profit-maximizing, present and future monopolist in a market delineated by those boundaries would impose a substantially larger price increase than would such a
hypothetical monopolist in any significantly smaller market. For an example of the effect of natural market boundaries, see infra notes 125-26 and accompanying text.
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is possible, there may be additional, narrower markets that also are
relevant. Because the principle of choosing the smallest market will
have been applied to delineate markets under the assumption that there
is no price discrimination, there is no need to worry about these additional, narrower markets being too broad. Nothing could be gained by
finding the smallest group of consumers that could be discriminated
against, which could be a single individual.
B. Identfying the Price.
A critical issue in applying the Guidelines' definition of a market
is identifying the price in which an increase is to be postulated. The
Guidelines do not address this issue, which may be the single most
complicating factor in applying their definition. 69 More than one
,quantity could be considered to be the price for the product in question, and the results of market delineation may depend on which price
is used. If a "small but significant and non-transitory increase in price"
is defined as some specific percentage increase over a specific period of
time, the price used in measuring the percentage increase will be critical in determining whether such a price increase is profitable.
The choice to be made is most easily seen in the context of a particular industry. Consider a merger of two petroleum refiners. Petroleum refiners take crude oil and other raw materials and process them
into various products such as gasoline, jet fuel, home heating oil, and
residual fuel oil. The obvious price to use in delineating markets in this
case is the price at which refiners sell the products they produce. The
use of such prices can be called a "simple price standard" because it
employs whatever the industry takes to be the price of the products
sold. Because refiners sell refined products, the price under a simple
price standard is the price of products at the refinery gate; however, if
refiners sold refining services, the price would be the toll charged for
refining oil.
Although a simple price standard has the advantage of simplicity,
it also has several disadvantages. Because the cost of crude oil constitutes a very large portion of the prices of refined products, under a
simple price standard the prices of refined products depend considera69. It has been argued that any market delineation procedure that uses price is impractical
because many markets do not have just one price and because it is extremely difficult to identify
the price for even a particular transaction. See Elzinga & Hogarty, supra note 6, at 48-49. The
present discussion considers only conceptual problems; however, practical difficulties in identifying the price generally will be slight and never are insurmountable. For the purpose of applying
the Guidelines' definition of a market, it should not be difficult to construct a reasonable estimate
of current price.
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bly on how refiners elect to package their products. This can produce

rather unsatisfactory results. For example, which products and which
producing areas are in the same market as gasoline produced in Houston would depend on which price the industry used. This problem is
not particularly troublesome in petroleum refining because all refiners
consider the price to be the price of the refined products, 7 0 but petro-

leum pipelines do business quite differently. Petroleum pipelines deliver crude oil to refineries and refined products to consumers, and their

price for this service is the transportation tariff. If a simple price standard were used in the oil industry, it would be theoretically possible to'

conclude that natural gas should be included in the market when analyzing a refinery merger but excluded when analyzing a merger of twopetroleum product pipelines. Also perplexing would be the implications of a conclusion that natural gas pipelines should be included in
the market for analyzing an oil pipeline merger. Natural gas pipelines
purchase and resell gas, and their prices are the prices of delivered natural gas. A market including both natural gas and petroleum product
pipelines would defy analysis under a simple price standard.
Clearly, a simple price standard is not totally satisfactory. The
Guidelines' market delineation procedure should not turn on what
firms elect to call their prices. There are several alternatives that eliminate this problem. One alternative is to take the price for purposes of
market delineation to be the (possibly implicit) price of the service performed at the stage of production under examination. Under this standard, the relevant price for analyzing the merger of either oil or gas
pipelines would be the price of transportation services; for oil pipelines,
the price would be the published tariff, and the price for natural gas
pipelines would be the implicit price of the transportation services performed by the pipelines. This implicit price would be estimated by
subtracting the average price that pipelines pay for gas at the wellhead
from the price they charge for delivered natural gas, The use of such
prices can be termed a "value added standard."
A value added standard suffers from several shortcomings. Estimating the value added is an obvious practical problem, but it is not a
particularly serious one. More serious is the sensitivity of a value added standard to the degree of vertical integration in the industry. In an
industry that produces many of its own raw materials or intermediate
products, the value added will be much greater than in one that does
not, but there is no reason why this should affect market delineation.
70. The problem would be greatly compounded if refiners took advantage of the standard by
redefining their product as petroleum refining services.
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For example, Henry Ford produced his own steel, glass, and even his
own electricity; this significantly increased the value added that Ford
contributed to his cars, but did not make the car a better or worse substitute for a Chevrolet or Chrysler. Similarly, many manufacturers simply assemble components supplied by others; this lowers their value
added but should not affect their markets.
A second shortcoming is that value added is not always well defined. For example, in crude oil and natural gas production, is the entire wellhead price value added? If not, how much of the wellhead
price represents the value of the oil and gas in the ground? If the property is leased, there will be a substantial royalty; is the royalty value
added? If not, does the value added depend on whether the property is
leased? There may be satisfactory answers to all these questions, but
their existence is a definite shortcoming of a value added standard.
The problems inherent in a simple price standard or a value added
standard can be eliminated by using a price that reflects the total value
of the product at the relevant point in the chain of production. Under
this standard, the price for oil refining would be the price of refined
products at the refinery gate, and the price for transportation by oil
product pipelines would be the price of the products at the pipeline
terminal to which they were delivered. This can be termed a "cumulative price standard" because it reflects the cumulative value of all production upstream from the point of observation. It eliminates the
shortcomings of either a simple price standard or a value added standard, yet it is almost as easy to apply as the simple price standard.
Unfortunately, it has a shortcoming of its own.
Under a cumulative price standard, the significance of a price increase would be measured against various benchmarks depending on
the point in the vertical supply chain at which the merger occurs. In
the oil industry, price could be measured at several points in the chain:
the wellhead, the crude oil pipeline terminal, the refinery gate, the
product pipeline terminal, or the comer gas station. Although each of
these points has a higher average price than the preceding points, a
monopolist at any point in the supply chain would raise price by an
amount determined by demand for the final product(s). If a monopoly
seller of the final product(s) imposed a two percent increase in the price
of the final product(s), the increase would equal two percent of the cumulative price at that stage of production. However, ff an upstream
monopolist imposed a price increase designed to increase the price of
the final product(s) by the same two percent, that increase could equal
ten percent of the cumulative price at the upstream stage of production.
Thus, it would be possible to conclude that the product and area were a
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market upstream but not downstream, a very discomforting result. The
extent to which a product has good substitutes in its end use should
govern market delineation at each point in the vertical supply chain.
This shortcoming of a cumulative price standard can be eliminated by measuring price at the same point on the vertical supply chain
in analyzing mergers at any point. A logical point for measuring price
is that at which substitution is most likely to occur, generally the point
of final consumption. Measuring price at that point could be termed a
"final price standard." Although this standard has advantages over the
alternatives, it is not without problems. There may be many points of
final consumption, depending on howfinalconsumption is defined. The
point of final consumption for gasoline could be considered to be the
point at which the product is pumped into a vehicle's gas tank, but that
need not be the case; the vehicle could be used in the production or
distribution of some other good or service. Iffinal consumption is taken
to the extreme, measuring price at that point becomes a very difficult
task indeed.71 A practical final price standard probably requires that
price be measured at the point at which the product leaves the industry,
in question. For gasoline, this would be the gas pump at the service
station. Such a standard would still have advantages over the alternatives, but they would not be as great as they might be. The standard
suffers from some sensitivity to industry definitions and vertical integration, but that should not be too troublesome. Although Henry Ford
made some of his own steel and glass, the obvious separations of the
three industries could be used as points of final consumption.
The foregoing may suggest that some form of final price standard
is best for determining price for purposes of market delineation, but in
fact there is no single correct standard. Any standard can be evaluated
only by considering why the Guidelines require in their definition of a
market that a "signfcant andnon-transitory increase in price" be profitable for a firm that was the only present and future seller of a group
of products in an area.7 2 If a hypothetical monopolist would be able
profitably to increase price only slightly above prevailing or likely fu71. The task would by no means be impossible. The relationships between various industries
in the American economy can be represented in an "input-output" table, and this table could be
used to identify the various points of final consumption and their relative importance. See, eg.,
W. LnoNIF, THE STRUCTURE OF THE AmucAN ECONOMY, 1919-1939 (2d ed. 1951).
72. This is the Guidelines' standard for market delineation, see supra text accompanying note
36, but the Guidelines also use the concept of a "significant and non-transitory increase in price"
in identifying the competitors in markets and in assessing the ease of entry. See 2 TRADE REG.
REP. (CCH)
4502.20, 4503.20. The discussion here is confined to market delineation, and a
"significant and non-transitory increase in price" should be defined somewhat differently in other
contexta. See i'fra notes 81 & 110.
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ture levels, or only for a short period of time, the merger of sellers, of

that group of products in that area would not warrant attack under
section 7.
Such a merger would be unobjectionable for two reasons. First, if
price could be increased by only a very small amount or for only a very
short time, collusion would be unlikely because the benefits of collusion probably would not exceed its costs. The benefits of collusion are
the profits gained by raising prices. The costs of collusion are of two
types. First, there is the cost of preventing other participants from
cheating and taking advantage of the price increase or output restriction imposed by the cartel. This alone should prevent collusion in most
markets. Second, at least in formal collusive arrangements, a participant runs the risk of detection with the concomitant costs of severe
criminal and civil penalties and treble damage awards. 73 The deterent
value of these sanctions can be debated, but there is no doubt that the
costs imposed on those found guilty of price fixing can be substantial.
Together, the various potential costs of collusion should be a sufficient
deterrent if the participants cannot raise price high enough or long
74
enough to generate significant benefits.
The Guidelines also require price increases to be "significant and
non-transitory" because collusion that increased price only slightly or
for a very short time would not have a significant adverse effect on the
economic welfare of the nation, 75 and therefore would not justify.gov73. Violation of section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1 (1976), is a felony punishable by
a prison sentence of up to three years or a fine of up to one hundred thousand dollars for an

individual, and one million dollars for a corporation, or both. A person "injured in his business or
property by anything forbidden in the antitrust laws" is entitled to recover treble the damages plus
costs. See 15 U.S.C. § 15 (1976). An injured person may recover damages from any or all participants in an illegal conspiracy; thus, each participant's maximum damage exposure is the total
amount of damages that may be awarded. See Texas Indus., Inc. v. Raddiff Materials, Inc., 451
U.S. 630 (1981) (no right of contribution from other participants in unlawful conspiracy for damages assessed for violation of federal antitrust laws).
74. No similar argument can be made for a merger that creates or enhances single-firm market power. A monopolist does not need to collude and does not incur costs similar to those of a
colluding firm.
75. The welfare effect of monopoly in a simple static context is measured by the loss in consumers' surplus and producers' surplus from a monopolistic increase in price and reduction in
output. Consumers' surplus is the amount that consumers would be willing to pay for the total
amount of a product consumed over and above the amount that they do pay for it. Producers'
surplus is the amount that producers receive for their product over and above the amount they
require to produce it. A monopolistic price increase reduces consumers' surplus, but some of the
reduction is offset by an increase in producers' surplus, as income is transferred from consumers to
producers. The remainder of the reduction in consumers' surplus is simply lost to the economy.
The net reduction in consumers' surplus and producers' surplus is the deadweight loss from monopoly. For a simple exposition of this subject, see F. ScHEiR
supra note 13, at 14-21.
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emnmental intervention in the marketplace.7 6 An estimation of societal
costs of collusion must take into account not only the amount of the
price increase and its duration, but also the dollar volume of commerce
in the market. Other things being equal, a one percent increase in price
in a billion-dollar market is much more damaging to economic welfare
than a hundred percent increase in price in a million-dollar market.
The Guidelines' rule for selecting relevant markets must also be
considered in determining the price to be used in applying their definition of a market. Subject to exceptions,7 7 the Guidelines consider the
smallest market to be the relevant market in each case. The quantitative definition of a "small but significant and non-transitory increase in
price" will dictate the size of the smallest market. If, for example, no
price increase less than ten percent were deemed significant, the smallest market generally would be much larger than if a one percent price
were deemed significant. Given the principle of choosing the smallest
market, it is important to ensure that the criteria for what constitutes a
market are sufficiently stringent to prevent relevant markets from being
unreasonably small. If relevant markets were defined extremely narrowly, few mergers would be considered horizontal, and the Guidelines
would fail to prohibit many mergers that would create or enhance market power because the merging firms would not be considered to be in
78
the same market.
These considerations can be related to the various alternatives for
determining price.7 9 The first, relating to whether the potential benefits
76. Intervention in the marketplace is not without its costs and should not be undertaken
lightly. If litigation is necessary, significant resources are expended by the government in preparing and presenting its case, and far greater resources are expended by defendants. Moreover, most
mergers produce some economic benefits for society by enhancing efficiency that could be lost if
an enforcement action were brought or even threatened.
The Guidelines' sole concern appears to be economic welfare. This is implicit in their "unifying theme"-"that mergers should not be permitted to create or enhance 'market power.'" See 2
TRADE RwO. REP. (CCH) 4501. The proposition that economic welfare should be the only goal
of antitrust enforcement has been hotly debated in the literature. See, eg., 1 P. AREEDA & D.
TURNER, ANTRusT LAW 7-33 (1978); R. BdRK, THE ANTrrRUST PARADOx 50-66 (1978); Bork &
Bowman, Blake & Jones, The Goals ofAntfrust: A Dialogueon Policy, 65 COLUM. L. Rv. 363
(1965); Pitofsky, The PoliticalContent ofAniitnwt, 127 U. PA. L. REV. 1051 (1979). It is unclear
how the pursuit of goals other than economic efficiency would affect market delineation. The
pursuit of most other goals would not require market delineation at all because they have nothing
to do with market power, market shares, and market concentration.
77. See supra notes 66-68 and accompanying text.
78. Firms may compete even though they are not in the same market. Because mergers of
such firms can cause price to increase, they may be challenged under section 7. See Werden,
supra note 43, at 135-36. However, the proper analysis of a merger requires a correct determination of whether the merging firms are in the same market.
79. See supra notes 69-71 and accompanying text.
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of collusion exceed the potential costs, 80 favors the standard most
closely related to the profitability of collusion, 81 but it is not clear
which standard that is. The potential monetary costs of collusion consist of treble damages, which should be roughly proportional to total
dollar profit,82 and various other costs, including fines, which should be
independent of price, output, and any other relevant economic variables. Balanced against these costs are the total dollar profits from collusion.
Profit is the difference between price and cost per unit
multiplied by the number of units sold. The profitability of collusion at
any stage of production clearly has more to do with the price at that
stage of production than with the price of the final product. Thus, although a final price standard has certain advantages,8 3 it seems inappropriate from the standpoint of this criterion. Using a final price
standard could result in delineating markets so broadly that mergers
far upstream from the point of final consumption would be allowed
even though they created or enhanced market power. For example, if
the stage of production at which the merger occurred contributed only
a small portion of the total value of the final product, a ten percent
increase in the price of the final product could require a hundred percent increase in the price of the product produced by the merging firms.
Under some market conditions, the opportunity to raise price a hundred percent would be well worth any possible costs.
A value added standard 84 could cause the opposite problem. A
price increase that is large relative to value added could produce such a
small increase in profit that the costs of collusion would far outweigh
the benefits even if market conditions were conducive to collusion.
This could occur if costs consisted predominantly of material costs,
which are not included in value added. It appears that a cumulative
price standard 85 might minimize the deficiencies of the other standards.86 Thus, although the cumulative price standard has serious
80. See supra notes 73-74 and accompanying text.
81. Profitability in this case is expressed in absolute dollar terms. In the context of entry
questions, however, a relative measure such as rate of return on investment would be more appropriate. The decision to enter is based on a consideration of the expected return on the necessary
investment and on its perceived risks. See infra note 110.
82. Maximum exposure should be proportionate to total industry profit, see supra note 73,
but expected damages should be roughly proportionate to a firm's own profits.
83. See supra text accompanying note 71.
84. See supra p. 535.
85. See supra p. 536.
86. A simple price standard is equivalent to either a value added standard or a cumulative
price standard, depending on how the industry packages its product. Thus, there is no need to
discuss it separately.
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problems,8 7 it might be preferable if the criterion for selection were
whether the price increase would be sufficient to make the costs of collusion exceed the benefits.
From the standpoint of economic welfare,88 the ranking of the various standards is quite different; a final price standard is clearly preferable under this criterion. Economic welfare is a function of the prices
and quantities produced of final goods. If a particular product is used
only to produce another, the cost to society of an increase in its price
must be assessed by the effect of the increase on the price and quantity
produced of the second product. There may be no such effect and
hence no loss in economic welfare from collusion among sellers of the
first product. Typically, collusion among sellers of raw materials or
intermediate goods will decrease welfare in proportion to the fraction
of the total cost of the final product that the raw material or intermedi-ate good represents. A large increase in the price of a raw material may
cause only a small increase in the price of the final product if the raw
material contributes little to the total cost. Therefore, the proper price
standard from an economic welfare perspective is a final price standard. Under any of the other standards applied to a merger between
firms not involved in the final product stage of production, a relatively
large price increase need not translate into a significant welfare reduction because it need not translate into a significant increase in the prices
of final goods.89
The implications of choosing a particular price stbandard also must
be considered in light of the Guidelines' principle of choosing the'
smallest market.90 Assuming for the present that the magnitude of a
"small but significant and non-transitory increase in price" 91 will not
vary from case to case, the choice of a price standard'will largely determine the size of the relevant markets. The higher the price, the larger
the relevant markets. A value added standard results in the lowest
price and thus generates the smallest relevant markets. For example,
the value that the retailer of groceries adds is only a small fraction of
their total price to consumers. A ten percent increase in price measured
under a value added standard could cause less than a one percent increase in price to consumers. Consumers respond only to changes in
prices they pay, and relatively few would be expected to shop elsewhere
87. See supra p. 536.
88. See mpra notes 75-76 and accompanying text.
89. This can happen even under a final price standard, although it is much less likely. A
significant increase in the price of a final product will decrease welfare unless there is no resulting
reduction in the quantity consumed.
90. See supra note 66 and accompanying text.
91. 2 TRADE REa. RE'. (CCH) 4502 n.6.
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if prices rose by less than one percent. Thus, using a value added standard, the relevant market for a supermarket might contain only that
supermarket. Such a market is obviously too small to be useful. Considerations of market size therefore appear to favor a final price or a
cumulative price standard. However, no clear answer can be reached,
particularly because such an answer would depend on the choice of
specific significance thresholds.
The inevitable conclusion is that there is no one correct way to
measure price in applying the Guidelines' definition of a market.
Overall, some form of final price standard seems best, but it is not without drawbacks, and a cumulative price standard may be preferable in
some cases. The choice of a standard probably should be made on a
case-by-case basis, evaluating the relative advantages of the various
standards within the context of the particular fact situation. In many
cases, the choice of a price standard will not have a substantial effect on
market delineation, and when it does, it should be possible intelligently
to select an appropriate base price for analysis.
C. The Profitabilityof a PriceIncrease.
The Guidelines' definition of a market relates to the likely effect
on prices if all actual and potential sellers of a particular group of products in a particular area merged. Assuming that the resulting monopolist would maximize profits and that the pre-merger competitors were
not already perfectly colluding, the merger would cause a restriction in
output and an increase in price. Depending on the extent to which
consumers would respond to a price increase by switching to other
products or to the same products produced in other areas, the amount
of the price increase could be infinitesimally small or tremendously
large. Only if the magnitude and duration of the price increase exceed
certain significance thresholds should the product and area be deemed
to constitute a market.
The Guidelines are somewhat unclear in this regard. The Guidelines define a market as an area and group of products in which a hypothetical present and future monopolist "could increase its profits
through a small but significant and non-transitory increase in price." 92
This language may be read to suggest that a market under the Guidelines is an area and group of products in which a small price increase
would result in a net increase in profit for a hypothetical monopolist.
Such a reading, however, would be unfortunate for two reasons.
92. Id
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First, a hypothetical profit-maximizing monopolist might not impose a significant price increase even though doing so would result in a
net increase in its profits. A price increase may produce a net increase
in profits even though it is more than twice the most profitable price
increase which would be imposed. If the maximum profitable price
increase and the most profitable price increase always had the same
factor of proportionality, their inequality could easily be taken into account in setting the thresholds for significance of a price increase. The
precise relationship between the two price increases, however, depends
on specific demand and cost conditions and can vary widely. The maximum profitable price increase may be the same as the most profitable
price increase; it may be many times the most profitable price increase. 93 Thus, it is essential that the Guidelines' definition of a market
be interpreted as requiring that .the most profitable increase in price
(above prevailing or likely future levels) for a hypothetical monopolist
be significant.
There is another reason why the definition of a market should not
relate to whether a small price increase by a hypothetical monopolist
would produce a net increase in profits. A large price increase could be
profitable even though a small price increase would not be. Such circumstances may not be common, but they are not unrealistic. Suppose
a particular product has three distinct uses, each accounting for a third
of its consumption. Suppose also that at prevailing prices, the product
has very good substitutes in one of its three uses and that it is not possible to charge different prices depending on the use to which the product
will be put. Under these circumstances, a small price increase will
cause the quantity sold to decline by approximately one third and,
under reasonable cost conditions, this will cause a reduction in profits
for a hypothetical monopolist. Nevertheless, the product and an associated area generally should be considered a market because the most
profitable price increase for a hypothetical monopolist generally win be
substantial. 94 A monopolist might be happy to sacrifice half or more of
93. If the demand function is linear and marginal cost is constant, the maximum increase
above the competitive price that will produce an increase in profits will be exactly twice as large as
the most profitable price increase. If these conditions are not met, any relationship between the
two price increases is possible. For an example of a situation in which the maximum profitable
price increase is three or more times greater than the most profitable price increase, see infra notes
122-28 and accompanying text.
94. Figure 1 below presents a graphic example of this situation. The kink in the demand
function, D, reflects the fact that one-third of the output at the present price is consumed in a use
for which the product has one or more perfect substitutes, and the further assumption that the
substitute products are available in unlimited quantities at the same price. It is also assumed that

initially the industry is performing competitively. The competitive price and quantity, Po and Qo,

are given by the intersection of the demand function with the marginal cost function, MC. In-
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its output if doing so would permit a very large increase in price 95 even
though the monopolist might not be willing to give up a third of its
output for a small price increase. The Guidelines did not intend to
preclude considering a product and area to be a market under these
conditions. The word "small" must have been intended to indicate that
c-easing price by ten percent to P, would cause quantity to fall to Q1. which is a drop of slightly
more than one-third. For these particular demand and marginal cost functions, this increase in
price would produce a reduction in profit, which is the area between the price line and the marginal cost function. Before the price increase, profit is the triangle with vertices at points a, b, and c.
After the increase, profit is the trapezoid with comers at points a, d, e. and f.The reader can
verify that the former area is greater. A monopolist would maximize profit by equating marginal
cost with marginal revenue, MR,setting price equal to P2 and quantity equal to Q2. As Figure I
is drawn, P2 is exactly twice Po. The profit of the price-maximizing monopolist is the trapezoid
with comers at points a, g, h, and i. These profits are significantly greater than the profits the firm
would reap if it charged the competitive price.
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95. See infra note 129 and accompanying text (providing an example of such a price
increase).
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a price increase can be significant even though it is small. Although it
is reasonable to note that small increases may be significant, the Guidelines' use of the word "small" in the definition of a market is inappropriate and misleading. Thus, the significance test should be based on
the most profitable price increase, not a small price increase or the largest price increase that would produce an increase in profits. It is assumed throughout this article that this is what the Guidelines intended.
D. Dfning a "Sign~cant andNon-TransitoryIncrease in Pice."
Given the Guidelines' definition of a market, 96 the choice of quantitative thresholds for what is a "significant and non-transitory increase
in price"9 7 is very important. It is also clear that any threshold must be
arbitrary. The Guidelines do not adopt any particular standard as a
hard-and-fast rule, but indicate that the Department will use as "a first
approximation" a price increase of five percent for one year.98 The
Guidelines also note: "Judged by the effect on rate of return on invested capital, a given percentage price increase may be much more
significant in some industries than others." 99 The inherent arbitrariness
of price and time thresholds makes it impossible to conclude either that
the Guidelines' use of five percent and one year is correct or that it is
incorrect. It is possible, however, to analyze the various considerations
that are relevant to the choice of price and time thresholds and to ex-,
amine critically the Guidelines' suggestion that thresholds should vary
according to the rate of return on investment that a price increase,
would cause.
Among the factors important in choosing thresholds for a "significant and non-transitory increase in price" are the three discussed in the
context of determining price. First, if collusion would cause only a
very small or very brief price increase, it is unlikely that the benefits of
collusion would exceed the costs. 00 In weighing the costs and benefits
of collusion, firms look to the total dollar profits that collusion would
generate. Second, even if the possibility of a very small or very brief,
price increase would induce firms to collude, it still might not warrant
governmental intervention in the marketplace because it might not significantly reduce economic welfare. 0 1 The effect on economic welfare
of a particular increase in the price of a particular product depends on
96. See .sWra text acompanying note 36.
97. Id
98. 2 TRAvE REG. REP. (CCH)

1 4502.10, 4502.30.
99. Id 1 4502.10 n.10, 4502.30 n.22.
100. See supra notes 73-74 and accompanying text.
101. See supra notes 75-76 and accompanying text.
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many things but is closely related to the amount of the increase it induces in the prices of final goods and the total amount of income consumers spend on those goods. Third, subject to exceptions, the
Guidelines follow the principle of choosing the smallest relevant market in which a hypothetical present and future monopolist would significantly increase price. 102 Thus, the use of very low price and time
thresholds could produce relevant markets too small to be useful analytical tools.
Several additional factors are also relevant in selecting particular
thresholds. First, -a hypothetical monopolist generally would increase
price more, possibly much more, than would any likely cartel. Market
delineation under the Guidelines is predicated on the price effects of
perfect collusion, but collusion is rarely perfect. Price fixing is illegal in
-the United States, and although the legal prohibition is not sufficient to
prevent all collusion, it does discourage explicit written agreements and
various other devices generally necessary to perfect collusion. Under
these circumstances, coordinating the price and output decisions of
several firms is difficult; it is likely that some firms nominally part of a
cartel would be able to cheat without detection.10 3 Thus, cartels that do
form are likely to be highly imperfect. It is not possible to measure the
extent of cartel imperfection, but it is likely to be substantial and
should have a substantial effect on the choice of a price threshold for
market delineation. Whether collusion would be profitable or would
significantly lessen economic welfare depends on the price increase collusion would actually produce, not that resulting from perfect
collusion.
Uncertainty also plays a role in setting price and time thresholds.
There are two quite different issues related to different types of uncertainty. One type is the uncertainty that buyers have about the interpretation of a price increase and the availability of substitutes. When one
sees a higher gasoline price at the comer station, there may be no way
to know whether some other nearby station might have maintained a
lower price. When a manufacturer sees a higher price for a raw material, he cannot know whether the price increase will persist or whether
the prices of other materials also will rise. How much one will invest in
searching for a lower gasoline price depends on what one expects to
102. See supra notes 64-68, 77-78 and accompanying text.
103. For a useful discussion of the problem of detecting collusion, see Stigler, 4 Theory of
Oligopoly, 72 J. POL. ECON. 44 (1964).
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find.1° 4 Whether and to what extent a manufacturer will adjust his production process depends on his perceptions of likely future prices of
various materials. The more uncertainty there is, the less substitution a
price increase will be likely to induce. In choosing particular price and
time thresholds, the Guidelines simplify matters by assuming "that
buyers and sellers immediately recognize the price increase and believe
it will be sustained for the forseeable future."'' 0 5 Thus, the Guidelines
assume away some, if not all, of the uncertainty on the part of buyers
that could limit substitution. 0 6 As a result, analysis under the Guidelines will understate somewhat the extent to which a hypothetical monopolist actually would increase price, and that fact should be
considered in the selection of price and time thresholds for market delineation in a particular case.

The Guidelines do not mention the other type of uncertainty relevant to the choice of thresholds-uncertainty with respect to the
amount by which a hypothetical monopolist would increase price.

Needless to say, precise measurement is generally impossible. Given
the existence of this uncertainty, the amount by which a hypothetical
monopolist would choose to raise price can be expressed either as a
"probability density," a series of price increases with associated
probabilities, or as a "point estimate," a single, best-guess estimate of
the price increase. A point estimate is simpler and is most likely to be
used, but great care must be exercised in assessing whether the applicable price increase threshold is met. Suppose an applicable threshold of
five percent and a best-guess estimate of the amount by which a hypothetical monopolist over a particular product in a particular area woulct
increase price also of five percent. The threshold probably should not
be deemed met because it is probably just as likely that price could not
be raised five percent as that it could. Indeed, there may be a signifi104. For a formal statement of the search problem and the optimal response to it, see Rothschild, Searchingfor the Lowest Price *hen the Distributionof Prices is Unknown, 82 J.POL.ECON.
689 (1974).
105. 2 TRADE RErG. REP. (CCH) 1I 4502.10 n.10, 450230 n.22.
106. The extent to which the Guidelines mean to assume away buyers' uncertainty about alternatives is unclear. If they do mean to assume away this type of uncertainty totally, the assumption may be unfortunate. The presence of this type of uncertainty can be a powerful force in
creating market power. If consumers have very poor information about the prices of alternative
products or of the same product sold in other areas, it will be much more profitable for sellers to
increase price. See generally Rothschild, supra note 104. A hypothetical monopolist of a particular product in a particular area might find a price increase of five percent for one year to be
profitable only because buyers would not readily discern the fact that acceptable substitutes are
available. In such a case, the product and area should be considered to be a market (assuming the
price and time thresholds to be reasonable), but they would not be considered a market if,
as the
Guidelines seem to require, such uncertainty were assumed away.
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cant probability that price would not be increased as much as one percent. 107 Clearly, the extent of uncertainty about the estimated amount
by which a hypothetical monopolist would increase price should play
some role in determining the appropriate price increase threshold or in
determining whether it is met.
In sum, six factors must be taken into account in selecting price
increase and duration thresholds for market delineation. With the exception of the buyers' uncertainty assumed away by the Guidelines,
each of these factors implies that very small or very brief price increases should not be considered significant. None of the factors provide any firm basis for quantifying significance, and each of the factors
has somewhat different implications. Thus, relatively little can be said
about the appropriateness of the Guidelines' "first approximation"
thresholds of five percent and one year.
Nevertheless, one may still consider whether and how the thresholds should vary from one case to the next. The Guidelines suggest
that the thresholds should vary according to how a price increase of a
given magnitude translates into an increase in the rate of return on
investment, but they do not indicate why this rate of return should be
determinative or even whether the Department intends to base its analysis on rates of return on investment. 0 8 The six factors that govern the
choice of price and time thresholds suggest that thresholds might properly be varied according to the dollar volume of commerce and according to the degree of estimation uncertainty, but not according to the
effect of a price increase on rate of return on investment.
From the perspective of economic welfare, the dollar volume of
commerce is extremely important. It is possible for a one percent increase in price to produce a substantial reduction in economic welfare
in a market that is very important to the economy. Other things being
equal, increasing the dollar volume of commerce in a market may also
increase the likelihood of collusion because the benefits would rise
more than the costs. Despite these arguments, it probably would be
undesirable to vary price and time thresholds explicitly according to
the dollar volume of commerce involved. It is not possible to develop a
simple, sensible rule for adjusting the thresholds as the volume of commerce varies. There is no simple relationship between the volume of
commerce and the likelihood of collusion, and the welfare effects of a
107. The estimate of the amount by which a monopolist would increase price is merely that.
While the best-guess estimate is five percent, the true value may be much larger or much smaller.
Depending on the degree of uncertainty, there may be a significant probability that the true value
is as low as one percent or as high as ten percent.
108. 2 TRADE REo. REP. (CCH) It 4502.10 n.10, 4502.30 n.22.
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price increase can vary considerably even if the dollar volume of commerce is fixed. Even if a simple rule could be found, its application
probably would be inappropriate where it suggested very low thresholds. Other factors, such as the market size implications of thresholds
and the inherent uncertainty of price increase estimates, militate
against the use of very low thresholds in any case. Although the dollar
volume of commerce is a relevant consideration for an enforcement
agency deciding whether to devote substantial resources to a case, it
probably should not be considered in market delineation.
A better case might be made for explicitly varying price and time
thresholds according to the degree of uncertainty in the estimates of the
price effects of a hypothetical monopolist. This too, however, would be
highly complicated and probably not worth the effort. Uncertainty canand should be taken into account, but this is probably not best done by
adjusting the numerical price and time thresholds on a case-by-case&
basis. Either of two alternatives would be much simpler. First, if bestguess estimates of the amount by which a monopolist would increase
price are used, the thresholds could be adjusted upward to guard
against the possibility that the best-guess estimates would exceed the
threshold despite a substantial likelihood that price would not be increased nearly that much. Second, if probability densities are used, one
could insist on having a reasonable degree of confidence that the
threshold actually is exceeded. For example, if the price increase
threshold were five percent, one could require that there be at least a
seventy-five percent probability that a monopolist would raise price byat least five percent.109
The Guidelines' suggestion that price and time thresholds should
vary according to the effect of a particular price increase on rate of
return on investment warrants reconsideration. The Guidelines' sug-.
gestion clearly is not attributable to considerations of economic welfare, market size, imperfect collusion, or uncertainty. Although the
rate of return on investment might be linked to the likelihood of collu109. It is well established that "[d]etermination of the relevant product and geographic mar-

kets is a 'necessary predicate' to deciding whether a merger contravenes the Clayton Act." United'
States v. Marine Bancorporation, Inc., 418 U.S. 602, 618 (1974) (citations omitted). It is also clear
the plaintiff has the burden of "proving" a market in a section 7 civil action. See, e-g., J.voNg
KALINOWSKI, supra note 3,§ 18.01[l]. It is unclear exactly what the plaintiff must do to meet this
burden. Certainty is impossible and clearly is not required. See, 4g., United States v. Connecticut Nat'l Bank, 418 U.S. 656, 669 (1974); United States v. Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. 321,
360 n.37 (1963). The Supreme Court has characterized plaintiffs burden as simply "to come forward with evidence delineating [a] rough approximation" of the relevant markets. Conneclict
Nat? Bank, 418 U.S. at 669-70. This suggests that the degree of certainty required is not greaL,
Whether a seventy-five percent probability is the proper standard is impossible to say, but it seems
uonsistent with the case law.
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sion, it is difficult to see why collusion is more likely when a five percent price increase for one year would produce a doubling in the rate of
return than when the same price increase would cause rate of return to
increase by only one-quarter. The effect on total dollar profits may be
the same in the two cases, and this is what should be important in the
competitors' weighing of the benefits and costs of collusion. In delineating markets, price and time thresholds for significance should not
vary according to the effect of a particular price increase on rate of
return on investment. 10 Thus, it is probably best to use the same basic
price and time thresholds for market delineation in all cases.
Any decision about particular thresholds must be based finally on
intuition. The Guidelines' choices of five percent and one year definitely seem to be in the right neighborhood, but may be a bit on the low
side, particularly with respect to time. If a five or even ten percent
price increase could be sustained for only one year, it seems unlikely
that it would be imposed in the first instance. Customers who switched
to other products or to the same product produced in other areas might
not return if price were lowered again after a year. Even if this prospect would not dissuade a hypothetical monopolist from raising price,
potential cartel participants might be dissuaded because they could experience a permanent loss of customers to sellers that did not participate in the cartel and to those that participated nominally but cheated.
Moreover, if there are any long-run economic benefits from a merger,
they can easily outweigh the costs to society of a one-year price increase. 11 Using a time period of two or three years would lessen both
of these problems substantially. On the other hand, increasing the time
110. The Guidelines use the same five percent threshold (but a different time threshold) in
assessing the ease of supply substitution and de novo entry as well as in delineating markets. See
2 TRADE REo. REP. (CCH) 11 4502.10, 4502.30, 4503.20. Rate of return on investment clearly is
relevant in selecting a threshold for evaluating the ease of de novo entry. A firm deciding whether
to enter a market will compare the expected rate of return and risk with those of alternative

investments. For any given level of risk, a higher rate of return on investment will attract more
entry because, for a greater number of firms, this particular market would be the most attractive

available investment. A similar argument can be made for firms that could produce the product in
question with existing facilities but are not currently doing so. Thus, the Guidelines' references to
the effect of a price increase on rate of return probably were motivated by considerations of entry
and supply substitution, even though they are contained in the Guidelines' sections on market
4502.10 n.10, 4502.30 n.22.
delineation. See id
I 1. The balance of costs and benefits of a merger through time depends critically on the rate
at which future costs and benefits are discounted back to the present. Using a discount rate of five

percent (in real terms, net of inflation), a permanent one percent reduction in costs would balance
out a one year price increase (for the same volume of commerce) of 20.5 percent. Such a cost
reduction would balance out a three year price increase of 7.2 percent. With a discount rate often
percent, the price increase figures would be about 10.5 percent and 3.9 percent respectively. In
either case, fairly modest cost savings could outweigh a one year price increase of well over five

percent.
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threshold from one year to two or three frequently would make little
difference. If consumer substitution to other products or areas would
be sufficient to deter a five percent price increase for three years, it
probably'also would be sufficient to deter a five percent price increase
12
for one year.
The propriety of the five percent price increase threshold is less
clear. Most of the factors that govern the choice of a standard offer no
definite basis for preferring five percent over two percent or ten percent. Two factors, however, do suggest that the threshold should be
higher than five percent. A five percent standard combined with the
Guidelines' principle of choosing the smallest market makes it fairly
likely that relevant markets will be delineated too narrowly. If merging
firms nevertheless were considered to be in the same market, concentration and shares would tend to be exaggerated. If merging firms were
not considered to be in the same market, meaningful competition could
be ignored. In either event, the relevant market delineated under the
five percent standard would be a poor tool for analysis. These
problems would be particularly acute if price were measured anywhere
13
but at the point of final consumption.'
An increase in the threshold to ten percent would minimize this
potential problem and would also mitigate the problem of uncertainty.1 4 Uncertainty in estimates of the extent to which a hypothetical
monopolist would raise price generally will be of sufficient magnitude
that if, for example, the best-guess estimate were five percent, there
would be a significant probability that price would not be raised even
two percent. Under such circumstances, it probably would be best that
112. In general, the amount of substitution that a particular price increase would induce increases continuously as the time period under consideration increases. However, for many products, particularly certain consumer goods, the great bulk of the substitution that would eventually
take place would occur fairly quickly. Indeed, a price increase might even induce a temporary
backlash by consumers who wish to express their resentment through the best available means-reducing their purchases. For other products, particularly producer go9ds used in conjunction
with long-lived capital goods, substitution could be very slow indeed, with the full extent of the
substitution possibly taking several decades. In either case, it would make little difference whether
the time threshold were one year or ten years. Cases in which a substantial proportion of the total
substitution would occur after one year but in less than three years are certainly possible but
probably are not very common.
Note also that the one-year time period in the Guidelines may be equivalent to two or three
years of actual time. The Guidelines assume away recognition lags on the part of buyers. See
supra notes 104-06 and accompanying text. In the real world, it might take more than a year
before a price increase was fully recognized and buyers began to substitute. Thus, even if substitution would occur within one year as far as the Guidelines were concerned, it might really take
much longer than a year.
113. See supra notes 90-91 and accompanying text.
114. See upra notes 104-07 and accompanying text.
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the area and group of products at issue not be considered a market.
Raising the threshold to ten percent would greatly reduce this problem.
Alternatively, one could abandon reliance on best-guess estimates and
insist that there be, for example, at least a seventy-five percent
probability that the price increase would exceed the five percent threshold. The former approach is simpler, and some combination of the two
may be best."
Increasing the threshold to ten percent would not risk significant
costs to society by permitting mergers that would decrease economic
welfare. If a hypothetical monopolist would not increase price ten per'cent, an imperfect cartel probably would not increase price five percent.
Moreover, the prospect of a five percent price increase often would not
,be sufficient to induce firms to incur the costs of collusion or to produce
a significant reduction in economic welfare if they did collude. In practice, however, the difference between a five and a ten percent threshold
often will be insignificant. In particular, this will be the case if natural
market boundaries exist and are used to delineate the relevant market.
In such cases the price increase that would result from merging all pres.
ent and future sellers together generally will exceed ten percent.
. In conclusion, although the Guidelines' use of a five
percent price
increase for one year as "a first approximation" of the significance
thresholds for delineating markets seems fairly reasonable, the thresholds may be a little too low. Intuition suggests that increasing the
thresholds to ten percent and two or three years would reduce the likelihood that markets will be too narrowly delineated. The higher thresholds would not significantly increase the risk of permitting mergers that
create or enhance market power. In many cases, however, the use of
higher thresholds probably would not produce a significantly different
result. If natural market boundaries are emphasized, the choice of particular thresholds becomes much less important. There should be no
systematic variation in the price and time thresholds from one case to
the next, but some consideration probably should be given to the degree of certainty in the estimates of the extent to which a hypothetical
monopolist would increase price.
E. Interrelations between the Product and GeographicDimensions of
Markets.
The Guidelines define a market as an area and group of products
that meet certain conditions. In the d~finition, the product and geographic dimensions of markets are determined together; however, the
Guidelines also are framed in terms of delineating separately "product
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markets" and "geographic markets,"' ' 5-the traditional approach to
the problem of market delineation. Although this practice simplifies
matters, it has certain pitfalls that can be avoided by keeping the
Guidelines' basic principles of market delineation firmly in mind.
The procedure described by the Guidelines is first to delineate a
"product market" and then to delineate a "geographic market" for that
product. In delineating a "product market," the Guidelines ignore any
geographic substitution that might occur and ask whether a present and
future monopolist would impose "a significant and non-transitory increase in price."116 "As a first approximation," the Guidelines "hypothesize a price increase of five percent... [for] one year."" 7 The
Guidelines outline a similar procedure for delineating the "geographic
market." In addressing this issue, the Guidelines "assum[e] that buyers
could respond to a price increasc within a tentatively identified area
only by shifting to firms located outside the area." 1 8 The Guidelines
ask whether a "significant and non-transitory increase in price" would
be profitable, again using, as "a first approximation," "a price increase
of five percent. . .[for] one year."" 9 This description of the market
delineation process seems to indicate that substitution to other products
is ignored in delineating a "geographic market"; however, such a procedure would be incorrect.
If product substitution were totally ignored in delineating "geographic markets," there would be no assurance that the resulting geographic area and group of products would satisfy the Guidelines'
definition of a market. If, in delineating a "geographic market," a five
percent threshold were barely met while ignoring product substitution,
it would not be met if product substitution were considered.' 20 Although first considering product and geographic substitution in isolation generally poses no problems, at some point the two must be
considered together. This consideration need not always be extensive.
If the substitution that a price increase would induce were primarily to
the same product produced in other areas, little attention would have to
be paid to product substitution. Ignoring product substitution alto4502.10, 4502.30.
115. See 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH)
116. Id 4502 n.6.
117. Id 14502.10.
118. Id 4502.30.
119. Id
120. If product and geographic substitution were considered separately and a particular area
and group of products barely met the applicable price increase threshold in both cases, the area
and group of products would not meet the threshold together and should not be considered to be a
market. Generally, the most profitable price increase for the area and group of products would

fall well short of the threshold, typically by nearly half.
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gether would only slightly distort the analysis of the geographic dimensions of markets in such cases.
The product dimensions of the market may differ significantly depending on location. This may occur for any number of reasons. For
consumer goods, there may be substantial regional differences in tastes.
For producer goods, there may be significant differences in important
legal restrictions such as environmental laws. For all kinds of products,
the relative prices of substitutes may differ dramatically from one area
to the next. Thus, geography cannot be ignored completely in delineating the product dimensions of markets. One can consider product substitution apart from geographic substitution, but product substitution
must be evaluated in the context of the economic environment of the
relevant region.
Furthermore, the scope of a market in product space is related to
its scope in geographic space. To be deemed a market under the
Guidelines, an area and group of products must be such that a hypothetical present and future monopolist would increase price significantly. Standing alone, the Guidelines' definition of a market would
allow one to trade off the product and geographic dimensions of markets. That is, one could delineate a market consisting of a relatively
narrow group of products and a relatively broad area, or of a relatively
broad group of products and a relatively narrow area. Either would
satisfy the Guidelines' definition. However, the Guidelines also contain a principle that markets must, i some sense, be circular,' 2' and
this principle prohibits making such explicit tradeoffs. What it means
for markets to have the same radius in product space as in geographic
space is not well defined. Nevertheless, if the first area and group of
products considered is too narrow to satisfy the Guidelines' definition,
it is important that products and geographic areas be added based on
the extent of the substitution between them and those already included.
If a hypothetical present and future monopolist would not increase
price sufficiently to warrant considering the initial area and group of
products a market, one must determine whether the substitution that
would undercut the profitability of a price increase would be primarily
product or geographic substitution and expand accordingly.
In short, although the Guidelines are phrased in terms of the separate delineation of product markets and geographic markets, there is no
such thing as a "product market" or a "geographic market" under the
Guidelines' definition of a market. The product and geographic
121. See supra notes 51-56 and accompanying text.
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dimensions of markets are closely related and cannot be considered in
isolation.

III.

APPLYING THE GUIDELINES' MARKET DELINEATION PRINCIPLES

Application of the Guidelines' fairly abstract principles of market
delineation is best illustrated by considering an example and several
variants. This example demonstrates how the principles would work if
there were no information problems. It clarifies many of the Guidelines' market delineation principles and illustrates the conditions under
which a significant price increase would be imposed by a present and
future monopolist. The Guidelines' definition of a market, however,
poses questions that cannot be answered with certainty and precision
because answering them requires information that simply is not available. This section briefly considers the evidence that can be mustered
in delineating markets and the tools for interpreting it. In some cases,
detailed evidence and sophisticated tools can and should be used, but
more often, the best evidence is impressions and intuition.
A. Application of the Guidelines' Market Delineation Princ7ples: An
Example.
To simplify matters, the following example assumes a homogeneous product with no good substitutes, so that the product dimensions of
the market are absolutely clear and the only issue is determining its
geographic dimensions. It is assumed also that both buyers and sellers
are continuously and uniformly distributed throughout a limitless
plane, that the product is sold f.o.b. the factory gate, and that transportation cost is uniform per air mile. With this distribution of buyers and
sellers, there is one buyer and one seller at every point in the plane.
Because there are no gaps in the distribution of buyers or sellers and
transportation cost is uniform, there can be no natural market boundaries. Thus, the size and shape of the relevant market must be determined solely by the principles used to delineate it.
Under the Guidelines, the procedure focuses on the locations of
the plants of the merging firms and considers a series of circles 122 of
increasing size around each such plant. For each circle, one determines
the extent to which a hypothetical present and future monopolist would
increase price, or at least whether that price increase would exceed the
applicable thresholds. This is determined by the extent of product and
geographic substitution by consumers as price increases. For simplicity, it is assumed that any substitution that would occur as price in122. See supra notes 51-56 and accompanying text.
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creases would be immediate. Thus, the only issue is the amount of the
price increase, which would be permanent.
To permit calculation of the amount by which a profit-maximizing
monopolist would increase price, it is necessary to posit particular demand and cost conditions. It is assumed that there is a constant marginal production cost with no fixed costs and no capacity constraints and
that the demands of consumers in each unit of area are a linear finction of price with a slope of negative one and with quantity demanded
falling to zero as price rises to twice unit production costs. 123 Consumers are assumed to make no distinction between the products of various
sellers and to purchase from the seller with the lowest delivered price.
If all sellers charged the same price, the seller with the lowest delivered
price for each buyer would be located at exactly the same point as that
-buyer, and no transportation costs would be incurred. If sellers in a
circular area elevated their prices above those of their neighbors, consumers just inside that circle would begin buying from sellers outside
the area. The group of customers that would continue to purchase from
sellers in the circle also would be bounded by a circle. Its radius would
be less than that of the sellers' circle by an amount determined by the
price increase and the transportation costs. Transportation is assumed
to one-thousandth
to be available in unlimited quantity at a price equal 124
mile.
per
product
the
of
of the unit production cost
Table 1 below shows the percentage price increase that would be
imposed by a profit-maximizing monopolist in circular areas of various
radii.
123. Mathematically, quantity demanded per unit of area as a function of price is 2c - p,

wherep is price and c is average unit cost of production. Because the value ofc does not affect the
percentage increase in price that would be imposed by a monopolist, it can be taken to equal one
as a matter of convenience.

124. This transportation cost figure is roughly an order of magnitude greater than the average
transportation cost for actual manufactured products. See F. SCHERER, A. BECKENSTEIN, E.
KAUFER, & R. MURPHY, THE ECONOMICS OF MULTI-PLANT OPERATION 429-33 (1975). Thus, the
discussion below suggests, but does no more than suggest, that the geographic dimensions of markets for most manufactured commodities are large (at least national in scope). See infra notes
125-29 and accompanying text.
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TABLE 1

Radius in
Miles
25
50
75
100
150
155.6
200
300
325.0
400
500
514.3
600
700
733.3
800
900
1000
1500
2000
3000
5000
00

Percentage
Price
Increase
.8
1.6
2.5
3.3
4.8
5.0
6.4
9.3
10.0
12.1
14.6
15.0
17.1
19.3
20.0
21.4
23.3
25.0
31.7
36.0
40.7
44.6
50.0

Percentage
of Sales
Area Lost
55.3
55.1
54.8
54.5
54.0
54.0
53.5
52.4
52.1
51.2
50.0
49.8
48.8
47.5
47.1
46.3
45.0
43.8
37.8
32.7
25.3
17.0
0

Percentage
of Sales
Lost
55.7
55.8
55.9
56.0
56.2
56.3
56.4
56.8
56.9
57.1
57.3
57.4
57.5
57.6
57.7
57.7
57.8
57.8
57.5
56.9
55.7
54.0
50.0

It is assumed that the initial price is the competitive price, which equals
the marginal cost of production, and that sellers other than the hypothetical monopolist continue to price competitively. The table demonstrates that the amount by which price would be increased rises
continuously with the size of the area monopolized, approaching its
maximum only as the size of the area approaches infinity. As the size
of the area monopolized approaches infinity, geographic competition
becomes nil, and only product substitution constrains price. Under the
demand conditions posited, a monopolist of the product throughout the
entire plane would increase price by fifty percent.
The most obvious lesson to learn from this example is that the
choice of a significance threshold can make a tremendous difference.
Applying the Guidelines' five percent "first approximation," the product in question combined with any area with a radius of at least 155.6
miles would be deemed a market. Applying the Guidelines' principle
of choosing the smallest market, the relevant market for each plant of
either merging firm would have a 155.6 mile radius around the plant.
By contrast, if a ten percent threshold were used, the relevant market
would have a radius of 325.0 miles, and an area 4.4 times that of the
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relevant market under the five percent standard. Use of standards of
15, 20, and 25 percent would produce relevant markets with radii of
514.3, 733.3, and 1000.0 miles, and areas equal to 10.9, 22.2, and 41.2
times the area under the five percent standard. If transportation costs
per mile were changed, the radii that produce any particular price increases would change, but the relative sizes of the relevant markets that
would result from particular price thresholds would not. For example,
using a transportation cost one-tenth of that assumed above would simply cause all the figures in the first column of the table to increase by a
factor of ten.
Now consider the effect of introducing natural market boundaries.'25 If it were assumed that buyers and sellers were distributed
throuihout a circle with a finite radius centered on one of the merging
firms, rather than throughout an infinite plane, there could be a dramatic jump in the amount by which a monopolist would increase price
at a radius equal to that of the circle. For example, if the entire universe in the example were only 300 miles in radius, a monopolist over a
200-mile radius would still increase price 6.4 percent, but a monopolist
over the entire 300 miles would increase price fifty percent, as would a
monopolist over the entire infinite plane.
If the assumption of an infinite plane were maintained while gaps
in the distribution of buyers and sellers were introduced, there could be
similar but less dramatic results. For example, if there were no buyers
or sellers at radii between 300 and 500 miles, a monopolist over a 300mile radius would increase price by twenty percent, whereas a monopolist over a 200-mile radius still would increase price by 6.4 percent.
Given this 200-mile gap in buyers and sellers, a monopolist over 300
miles would be able to increase price twenty percent without losing a
single customer to outside sellers, and that would be the most profitable
strategy. In a case such as this, it seems clear that the relevant market
should have a 300-mile radius. It would be even clearer if the gap in
buyers and sellers were as much as 500 miles, because in that case
outside sellers would have no influence at all on the pricing of a monopolist in the insulated center circle. The highest price increase that
would ever be desired is fifty percent, and with a 500-mile gap, price
could be increased fifty percent without losing any customers to outside
sellers. On the other hand, a gap much smaller than 200 miles might
125. The importance of natural market boundaries is exaggerated in this example because it
was assumed that both transportation services and the relevant product were available in unlimited quantities at a constant price. If there were capacity constraints or if an increase in price
would be necessary to induce sellers to increase output, as is likely in the real world, the importance of natural market boundaries would be reduced.
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have little effect on pricing. If there were a fifty-mile gap beyond the
300-mile radius, a monopolist in the 300-mile radius would increase
price 10.7 percent, while the price increase would be 9.3 percent if there
were no gap.
The relative importance of geographic and product substitution in
this example depends on the assumptions made. However, the example
does demonstrate the intuitive result that, in determining the geographic dimensions of markets, product substitution can be ignored
fairly safely if demand for the product is relatively inelastic. In the
relevant range of prices in this example, the elasticity of product demand is between negative one and negative three. 12 6 This is significantly different from zero, yet, in markets with relatively small
geographic radii, the amount by which a monpolist would increase
price would rise only slightly if product demand was assumed to be
totally inelastic. In a 200-mile radius, a monpolist would increase price
6.7 percent rather than 6.4 percent; and in a 400-mile radius, the price
increase would be 13.3 percent rather than 12.1 percent. This does not
show that it is always safe to ignore product substitution in delineating.
the geographic dimensions of markets. The example does illustrate,
however, that there is little danger in ignoring product substitution if,
as here, the geographic elasticity of demand is much greater (in absolute terms) than the product elasticity of demand.
Another notable feature of this example is the amount by which
the maximum price increase-that would produce a net increase in profit
exceeds the most profitable price increase. 127 The example assumes
that cost per unit of output is constant and that the initial price is the
competitive price, which is the marginal cost of production. Under
these conditions, firms eam no economic profit. 128 Any higher price at
which consumers would purchase some of the product would generate
some economic profit. Thus, the maximum price increase that produces a net increase in profit is just less than the price increase that
reduces quantity demanded to zero. In any market with a radius of
under one thousand miles, the price at which quantity demanded becomes zero is the price that is just high enough to permit sellers outside
the market to undercut those inside even at the center of the circle,
where the outside sellers' disadvantage is greatest. This price is easily
126. Elasticity of demand at any point on the demand function is its slope, times price, divided
by quantity. The examp!e above assumed that the slope of the demand function was negative one,
and that price divided by quantity was one at the competitive price and three at the monopoly

price.
127. See supra text accompanying note 93.
128. Firms do earn a normal return on investment, but in economic terms this is considered
part of cost rather than profit
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calculated. The example assumes transportation cost to be one-thousandth of unit production cost per mile. Thus, for a thousand-mile circle, the delivered price of a seller located just outside the circle would
equal that of the seller at the center of the circle if all sellers in the
circle raised price one hundred percent. Similarly, for any lesser radius,
the maximum profitable price increase in percentage terms is the radius
in miles divided by ten. Thus, the maximum profitable price increase is
three or more times the most profitable price increase.
The example also well illustrates two other important points. The
first is that firms need not be direct competitors to be in the same market. There are two reasons for this. First, the relevant competition is
with the merging firm that occupies the center of the circle. In many
cases, the distance, in geographic space or in other dimensions, between
two sellers in a market will be greater than the distance between the
firm in the center and any other firm. Second, the outermost firms in a
market generally will not compete directly with the firm in the center.
Both in the example and in many real-world situations, there are many
sellers between the center and the edge of a market. Each seller may
compete directly only against surrounding sellers, but the indirect competition with more distant sellers generally will be sufficient to ensure
that a firm and its immediate competitors would not, if merged, significantly increase price.
Additionally, it should be observed that markets can be relatively
'small in geographic space even if the total transportation cost incurred
is slight. At the initial competitive price in the example, no transportation costs are incurred even though the market is fairly small. The
amount of transportation cost incurred depends on many things, most
notably the proximity of sellers to their customers. In the example, the
two were at the same point. In the real world, any number of factors
make such a location pattern uneconomical and cause transportation
costs to be incurred; however, those factors may or may not significantly affect market boundaries.
Finally, the example illustrates the extent to which a monopolist
will restrict output. The last column in Table 1 above demonstrates
that the total restriction in output that a profit-maximizing monopolist
will impose, compared with the competitive output, is approximately
fifty percent. This is the case regardless of the radius subject to the
monopoly. Moreover, a similar result would have been obtained for
many demand functions other than the function used in the example,
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provided that the marginal cost of production was roughly constant. 129,
Thus, for industries with roughly constant marginal production costs, it
is reasonable to conclude that a product and area constitute a market if
a five or ten percent price increase by a hypothetical monopolist would
be likely to cause significantly less than a fifty percent reduction in the
quantity it sold. It is more difficult to develop a similar rule of thumb
for industries with marginal production costs that increase with output.
In such cases, the competitive price will equal the marginal cost of production, as it does with constant costs, but at this price sellers will earn
an economic profit on the infra-marginal units. Some of this profit
would have to be sacrificed if output were restricted, and therefore the
most profitable output restriction would be less than is the case when
unit production costs are constant. Depending on the rate at which
unit cost rose with increased output, the optimal output restriction
could be nearly fifty percent or virtually nil.
The discussion thus far has been confined to the special and unrealistic case in which there is a continuous and uniform distribution of
both buyers and sellers. A similar analysis could be performed under
any other set of assumptions. There is no need to engage in a detailed
analysis of other examples; however, it is worthwhile to make a few
general points about how such cases can be analyzed and about how
,the results differ from those in the case analyzed above. If both buyers
and sellers were uniformly distributed, but only the distribution of buyers were continuous, a monopoly of any particular size would increase
-priceby a lesser amount than it would if sellers were also continuously
distributed, all other things being equal. If sellers were not continuously distributed, increasing price would cause the area in which the
monopolist is the low-delivered-price seller to shrink faster than it
would with a continuous distribution of sellers.
Figure 2 below illustrates the point. At the center is one of the
merging firms, and surrounding it are six competitors, each of which is
the same distance from the merging firm. Each of those firms also is.
surrounded by six equally distant competitors.- If the merging firm and
its six direct competitors priced competitively, they would supply customers within the outer boundary of the figure (indicated by the heavy,
129. If marginal production cost is precisely constant and demand is linear, a monopolist will
produce exactly half of the quantity that a competitive market would produce. Many nonlinear
demand functions produce a very similar result. In the example, demand is not linear despite the
assumption thatproductdemand is linear. The relevant demand function is the function for the
product and area under consideration, and, in the example, geographic substitution is such that
the demand function is not linear. On the other hand, a monopolist over the entire infinite plane
would not experience any geographic substitution as it raised price; therefore, its demand would
be linear. Thus, output would be restricted by exactly fifty percent as shown in the table.
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solid line), which consists of the union of the hexagonal areas around
each of these seven sellers (the other sides of which are indicated by
heavy, dashed lines). This figure can best be thought of as a circle with
"dents" in it. An increase in price would cause the area in which one of
the seven sellers is the low-delivered-price seller to shrink to the area
bounded by the light, solid line. The area does not contract uniformly;
it contracts significantly more at the "dents" between sellers. As
drawn, the seven sellers would lose approximately forty-three percent
of their total customers. Had their sales area contracted uniformly,
maintaining its shape, they would have lost 39.3 percent of their customers. More importantly, if sellers were continuously distributed and
the figure circular, as in the previous example, they would have lost
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only 30.6 percent of their customers. The "dents" in the sales area opposite certain competitors cause quantity sold to decline significantly
more than it otherwise would for any given increase in price, and as a
result, cause a significantly smaller price increase to be preferred.
Even if buyers and sellers are neither continuously nor uniformly
distributed, it is possible to calculate the customer loss that a price increase would produce through geometry similar to that used to produce
the figure above. The procedure is simplest in cases in which sellers are
located at a few distinct points. First, one must plot the locations of
sellers' plants on a map and specify a set of possible geographic boundaries for the market. Next, one must determine the f.o.b. price at each
plant and the appropriate transportation cost between each plant and
various points of final consumption; The transportation costs need not
be uniform, but uniformity simplifies matters and is assumed in this
discussion. One draws a figure based on this information that bounds
the customers for whom a seller in the proposed market would have the
lowest delivered price. If f.o.b. prices were equal for all sellers, the
figure would be a polygon. If the sellers in the proposed market were
all at a single point, the polygon would have as many sides as there are
points at which sellers just outside the proposed market are located. If,
as in Figure 2, sellers in the proposed market were not all at one point,
the polygon could have a greater number of sides. In the figure there
are twelve sellers just outside the proposed market, but there are eighteen sides to the polygon. Finally, one reconstructs the area in which
one of the sellers in the proposed market is the low-delivered-price.
seller under the assumption that f.o.b. prices in the proposed market
have increased by a certain amount, such as five or ten percent. This
second area will be smaller than the first. If the f.o.b. prices of all sellers were the same before the price increase, the prices of sellers in the
proposed market would now be higher. That being the case, the figure
would no longer be a polygon; rather, its "sides" would be curved back
toward the sellers in the proposed market. 30 Figure 2 exhibits such a
pattern. The boundary around customers who would be supplied by
the sellers in the proposed market is composed of pieces of eighteen
separate curves.
At this juncture, one can compute the extent to which the price
increase caused a loss in sales. In the case of uniform customer distribution, the proportion of customers lost through geographic substitution would be equal to the relative difference between the areas of the
130. The curves will be hyperbolae, and the two foci of each hyperbola will be (1) the location
of a seller on the periphery of the proposed market and (2) the location of the seller nearest to it
but outside the market.
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two figures constructed. The total loss in customers also includes those
lost through product substitution. The same basic procedure could be
employed if customers were not uniformly distributed. In that case, it
would be necessary to count the number of customers in each figure or
to sum their consumption and then compute the loss in sales. The most
profitable increase in price could be calculated by repeating this exercise with a number of different price increases and by estimating each
time the extent to which 'costs would fall as quantity sold fell. It would
not be necessary to identify the most profitable price increase, but
rather only to determine that it would exceed the relevant threshold. In
many cases it would be immediately clear whether the'most profitable
price increase would exceed the threshold.
Although the delineation of the geographic dimensions of markets
is conceptually equivalent to the delineation of their product dimensions, the procedure just described is not particularly useful in thinking
about product dimensions. In product space, there is no close analogue
to transportation cost that governs market dimensions. Consumer preferences are often the contr6Uing factors, and they are not easily
modeled. Similarly, the foregoing models are not particularly helpful
in analyzing the geographic dimensions of markets for highly differentiated products subject to distinct consumer preferences. Nevertheless,
the models help clarify many of the important concepts in the Guidelines' approach to market delineation and are useful in analyzing certain market delineation issues.
B. Application of the Guidelines' Market DelineationPrinciplesin
Practice.
The discussion thus far has been almost exclusively about the abstract principles of market delineation embodied in the Guidelines.
There remains the question of how these principles are to be applied in
particular cases. The short answer to that question is that one does
what one can. The importance of the Guidelines' market delineation
principles is the conceptual framework they establish for thinking
about the problem. The Guidelines pose a particular question about
price increases by a hypothetical monopolist, and they provide certain
principles for answering it. However, market delineation under the
Guidelines poses difficult questions of fact that often cannot be answered objectively and definitely by resort to the available evidence.
Recognizing that direct evidence of the extent to which a monopolist over a product in an area would raise price "often will not be available," the Guidelines indicate that it often will be necessary "to rely on
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inferences from... circumstantial evidence."'

31

The Guidelines also

list a number of fairly general "factors" to which "particular weight"
will be given. 32 In evaluating the extent to which a price increase
would induce consumers to substitute other products, the Guidelines
look to:
(1) Evidence of buyers' perceptions that the products are or are
not substitutes, particularly if those buyers have shifted purchases between the products in response to changes in relative price or other
competitive variables;
(2) Similarities or differences between the products in customary usage, design, physical composition and other technical
characteristics;
(3) Sifhilarities or differences in the price movements of the
products over a period of years; and
(4) Evidence of sellers' perceptions that the products are or are
not substitutes, particularly
if business decisions have been based on
133
those perceptions.
In evaluating the extent to which a price increase would induce consumers to substitute the same product produced in other areas, the
Guidelines look to:
(1) Evidence of buyers actually having shifted their purchases
among sellers at different geographic locations, especially if the shifts
corresponded to changes in relative price or other competitive
variables;
(2) Similarities or differences in the price movements of the [relevant] product in different geographic areas over a period of years;
(3) Transportation costs;
(4) Costs of local distribution; and,
134
(5) Excess capacity by firms outside the provisional market.
The .Guidelines do not propose specific evidentiary tests, nor do they
indicate how one is to evaluate the ultimate issue--the extent to which
a monopolist would increase price. Moreover, they do not indicate the
relevance of the factors that they list.
The first factor relating to product substitution points to buyers'
perceptions about the substitutability of products. Obviously, buyers'
perceptions are critical because substitution by buyers is the force that
determines market boundaries under the Guidelines, but how is one to
identify buyers' perceptions? An obvious possibility is to ask the buyers, and in some cases they may be the best source of information.
However, more objective evidence must be preferred if it is available.
131.
132.
133.
134.

2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCII) 1 4502.10 n.10.
Id. 11 4502.10, 4502.30.
Id 4502.10.
Id 4502.30.
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The Guidelines' reference to buyers having actually "shifted purchases
*

.

. in response to changes in relative price[s]" suggests that credible,

objective evidence in the form of historical patterns of substitution,
either anecdotal or econometric, is preferable. But this type of evidence also has important limitations. Anecdotal evidence is always difficult to evaluate, and, though useful, econometric evidence must be
viewed skeptically because it is based on assumptions that may not be
true and often cannot be tested. 13 Moreover, the precise conditions
under which historical substitution has occurred are unlikely to be
equivalent to those prevailing now or in the future. If significant
-changes in the economic environment have occurred, historical evidence may be of little or no relevance, In addition, it is particularly
hazardous to predict beyond the range of experience. The substitution
that occurred when the price of a product rose from ten dollars to
twelve dollars may provide no guidance as to what would happen if the
price rose from twelve dollars to thirteen dollars.
The Guidelines' second factor for evaluating product substitution
consists of objective evidence about the nature and use of the product.
Although obviously important, this kind of evidence must be interpreted with great care, particularly in consumer goods industries. Objective criteria may not be the basis for an individual's choice of one
product over another, especially if products are highly differentiated.
For example, consumers generally do not know the physical similari-,
ties and differences between analgesics sold over the counter, and few
base their choices on such criteria. Tastes govern the degree of substitutability between one consumer good and another.
Objective criteria are much more useful if producer goods are at
issue. Ideally, one can determine the actual cost of substituting one
input for another. If this sort of information is available, reliable,
quantitative estimates of the extent to which a price increase would
induce substitution should be possible because firms can be assumed to
minimize cost in their selection of inputs. However, such information
135. Reliable econometric evidence requires that the relevant demand and supply equations
be properly specified, that the relevant variables be observed and measured, and that the variables
have certain statistical properties. See generally A. GOLDBERGER, ECONOMETRIC THEORY ch. 7
(1964); H. THoL,

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMETr CS chs. 10-11 (1971). Unfortunately, there is no

way to determine the correct specification of the equations; the relevant variables often are unobservable or, at least, not well measured; and the data frequently lack the desired statistical properties. Indeed, there need not be any one correct specification, and the choice of one alternative over
another, which must be based on the researcher's personal beliefs, can have a profound effect on
the results. See Leamer, Let's Take the Con out of Econometrscs, 73 AM. EcoN. REv. 31 (1983).
Conventional estimation techniques also assume that the observed prices and quantities are equi.
librium values, however, that often is not the case. Estimation in disequilibrium situations is even
more perilous.
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may not be available. Firms may not know the cost of-making a particular substitution because they have never contemplated doing so.
Moreover, even if good information is available on the cost of substitution, the analysis still may be difficult because the relevant substitution
may not occur at a single point. An increase in the price of a product
with multiple uses may induce substantially different substitution in the
various uses. Even more vexing are situations in which the primary
substitution occurs, not at the point at which the product in question is
consumed, but rather at the points at which the products made from it
are consumed. Frequently, manufacturers would substitute little if the
price of an input increased, at least over the short time horizon postulated by the Guidelines; nevertheless, they would significantly reduce
their purchases of the input because the amount of their product that

they could sell would fall as the increase in the price'of the input was
passed through.
Price movements are the Guidelines' third factor for evaluating
product substitution. This type of evidence, however, may not be available, and if it is, it can be highly misleading. Economic theory predicts
that (in general) the prices of two products that are good substitutes
must move together, but it does not predict the converse. The prices of
two products may move together because they both are responding to a
third force. The prices of two products made from petroleum-for ex-A
ample, gasoline and some -type of plastic-would move together as
crude oil prices increase even though the two products are not substitutes at all. Differences between the price movements of two products
are much more illuminating. If the prices of two products do not move
together, they generally cannot be good substitutes, at least not within
the range of observation. Products can, however, become good substitutes or cease to be good substitutes as their relative prices, or other
economic factors, change.
The final factor listed by the Guidelines as deserving "particular
weight" in assessing product substitution is sellers' perceptions. This
type of evidence must be interpreted with the utmost care. Asking th
defendants in a merger case, or even their competitors, what products
are good substitutes is unlikely to produce useful information. They,
cannot be expected to give an objective appraisal, and, indeed, they
cannot necessarily be expected to know. What the Guidelines envision
must be evidence to the effect that, in setting the price of one product,
sellers carefully evaluate the price of another and how it is likely to
change in response. This kind of evidence would be very interesting,
but it is not very likely to exist, at least not in objective form.
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The factors listed by the Guidelines for assessing geographic substitution are very similar to those used in assessing product substitution.
However, geographic issues tend to be far more objective and tractable.
The first factor, "evidence of buyers actually having shifted their
purchases among sellers at different locations," is roughly equivalent to
the buyers' perceptions factor for evaluating product substitution and
has similar limitations. 3 6 Historical substitution may be a poor indicator of substitution under prevailing and future conditions. Much the
same can be said of the second factor, price movements. However, in
the geographic context, price movements are even more likely to be
misleading than in the product context. The retail price of gasoline at
any particular station miay move closely with the prices at stations hundreds or even thousands of miles away, but no one would go hundreds
or thousands of miles to buy gasoline at retail, and such distant stations
:are not in the same retail market. Prices at one point in the vertical
supply chain in various regions generally will move together if the re-'
gions are in the same market at some point upstream, even if the regions are not in the same market at the stage of production that is of
interest.
The Guidelines' third factor for evaluating geographic substitution
is transportation costs. The utility of such information was established
above. 37 But information about transportation costs is of little use
without additional information such as the location of buyers and sellers and f.o.b. prices. The example above assumed that sellers outside a
possible market would be willing and able to produce in unlimited
quantities at the present price. In most cases that is not a realistic assumption, and it is necessary to obtain information about the sellers'
"supply curves," that is, how much they would supply at various prices.
The Guidelines' fifth factor, "excess capacity," relates to such information. Where it is well defined, excess capacity indicates the extent
to which a firm would be willing and able to increase its output at
136. See supra note 135 and accompanying text. The phrasing of the first factor is somewhat

different in product and geographic contexts. In the product context, the Guidelines refer to "buyers' perceptions," whereas in the geographic context they refer only to actual substitution by buyers. The difference probably was not meant to convey any important distinction. Evidence of
buyers' perceptions can be equally useful in both the product and geographic contexts whenever
transportation costs are not the controlling factor in determining the extent of geographic substitution. Such was the situation in the first case the government litigated under the Guidelines. See
United States v. Virginia Natl Bankshares, Inc., 1982-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) 64,871 (W.D. Va.
1982). The major issue in the case was the geographic dimensions of markets for banking service,
and to illuminate this issue the government relied on evidence of buyers' perceptions expressed
'through a survey. For an overly critical view of the value of this evidence, see Wertheimer, DOI
Trier Out its 5-Percent GeographicMarket Test, LEOAL TIMEs, Aug. 30, 1982, at 17.
137. See supra notes 122-30 and accompanying text.
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prices similar to those prevailing.13 The procedures for analyzing geographic substitution described in the example above can be usefully
applied in many cases and can be refined very much further. The Departmeni has undertaken a highly sophisticated application of this procedure in delineating the geographic dimensions of coal markets. 139
Still, such procedures are not without significant limitations. If the
merging firms produce highly differentiated consumer goods, such
analysis is unlikely to be particularly useful because differences in consumer tastes, which cannot be modeled well, will be very important.
The Guidelines' final factor for evaluating geographic substitution
is the cost of local distribution. The cost of establishing the necessary
distribution network could prevent firms not already selling in an area
from beginning to sell there if prices in the area rose. If the costs of
local distribution were significant, a monopolist over i particular product in a particular area might impose a significant price increase even
though transportation costs were not high enough to prevent outside
sellers from shipping into the area. Thus, the analysis of geographic
substitution described above has yet another limitation; it may not be
reliable if distribution involves much more than simply transporting
the product. Identifying such cases may not be difficult, but determining the precise significance of local distribution costs will be. There is
no reliable way to determine how high local distribution costs must be
to dissuade firms from establishing the distribution facilities necessary,
to begin selling, and, indeed, there is no simple way to measure such
costs. At best, this can be used as a qualitative factor based on subjective evidence. Fortunately, there are likely to be few cases in which
local distribution costs are important in delineating market boundaries.
In sum, geographic market boundaries often can be established using fairly sophisticated and reliable tools based on the locations of buyers and sellers and on transportation costs. However, many cases.
present difficult complications, and in some cases the suggested procedures may not be useful. Moreover, in most cases it will not be possible
138. The utility of "excess capacity" in market delineation depends on the precise meaning of
the term in the industry in question. In many manufacturing industries, particularly process in-

dustries such as the chemical industry, capacity andexce.r capacity are well defined terms and are
useful measures of the extent to which a firm could increase output at prices comparable to prevailing prices. On the other hand, some firms may be able to double their output but would do so
only if price doubles. Such firms could be considered to have fifty percent excess capacity, but in
such cases, excess capacity indicates little about the extent to which the firms could increase output
at prices comparable to prevailing prices, and the information is of little value, in and of itself, in
market delineation. For a particularly skeptical view of the relevance of excess capacity in a
somewhat different context, see Schmalensee, supra note 14, at 1801-03, 1812-14.
139. See U.S. DEp'T OF JUSTICE,CoMPirmoN iNTHE COAL INDUSTRY clh. 3 (Dec. 1982).
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to use procedures comparable to those used in the geographic analysis
to establish the product dimensions of markets, and reliable, objective
evidence of markets' product dimensions generally will not be available. The Guidelines provide no specific rules or tests for determining
either the product or geographic dimensions of markets, but their conceptual framework can be of great value. Market delineation should be
considered on a case-by-case basis, using the best available information, analyzed by applying the Guidelines' market delineation principles. In virtually all cases, these principles can be used in conjunction
with readily available evidence to narrow greatly the range of plausible
market boundaries. Combined with the Guidelines' market share standards,"40 this should be sufficient to identify quickly most mergers that
would be unlikely to create or enhance market power, which is by far
the largest category of mergers. In the cases that remain, the Guidelines provide a useful framework for identifying probative evidence
and evaluating its implications. Ultimate conclusions may have to be
based on impressions and intuition, but one's intuition should be much
keener with the Guidelines' framework than without it. If the Guidelines convey any important message about delineating markets in actual cases, it is that there are no hard-and-fast rules; it is the principle
that is important.
CONTRASTS BETWEEN THE GUIDELINES' APPROACH TO

IV.

MARKET DELINEATION AND NOTABLE ALTERNATIVES

The foregoing discussion describes the market delineation principles of the Guidelines. It also is useful to indicate what they are not;
contrasts between the Guidelines' approach to market delineation and
notable alternatives help to clarify the Guidelines' procedure.
A. The 1968 Merger Guidelines.
The original Merger Guidelines, issued in 1968, defined a market
as
any grouping of sales (or other commercial transactions) in which
each of the firms whose sales are included enjoys some advantage in
competing with those firms whose sales are not included. The advantage neednot be great, for so long as it is significant it defines an area
of effective competition among the included sellers in which the41competition of the excluded sellers is, ex hypothesi, less effective.'
They also elaborated on the product and geographic dimensions of
markets by stating:
140. 2 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH)

141. Id

4510 (emphasis added).

4503.10.
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The sales of any product or service which is distinguishable as a
matter of commercial practice from other products or services will
ordinarily constitute a relevant product market, even though, from
the standpoint of most purchasers, otherproducts may be reasonably,
but not pefectly, interchangeable with it in terms of price, quality,
and use. On the other hand, the sales of two distinct products to a
particular group of purchasers can also appropriately be grouped
into a single market where the two products are reasonably interchangeable for that group in terms of price, quality, and use.
The total sales of a product or service in any commercialy signfcant section of the country (even as small as a single community), or
aggregate of such sections, will ordinarily constitute a geographic
market if firms engaged in selling the product make significant sales
of the product to purchasers in the section or sections. The market
need not be enlarged beyond any section meeting the foregoing test
unless it clearly appears that there is no economic barrier(e.g., significant transportation costs, lack of distribution facilities, customer inconvenience, or estabished consumer preference for existing
products) that hinders the sale from outside the section to purchasers
within the section; nor need the market be contracted to exclude
some portion of the product sales made inside any section meeting
the foregoing test unless it clearly appears that the portion of sales in
question is made to a group of purchasers separated by a substantial
economic barrier from the purchasers to whom the rest of the sales
are made. 142

Under the 1968 Guidelines, any product and area readily distinguishable from substitutes could be deemed a relevant market. This
allowed the relevant market in any particular case to be essentially as
small or as large as one wanted. For two merging firms producing a
very similar product, the 1968 Guidelines sanctioned the delineation of
markets with extremely narrow product dimensions and geographic
dimensions of virtually any area inwhich the two firms both sold their
products. On the other hand, if two merging firms produced different
products or sold in different areas, a much larger market could be delineated to include both of them.
The new Guidelines establish principles that are very different in
several respects. First, under the new Guidelines, it is not sufficient
that there is some distinction between products or a barrier between
areas; the distinction or barrier must be great enough to induce a present and future monopolist over a group of products in an area to increase price significantly. "As a first approximation,"' 14 3 the threshold
for significance is a price increase of five percent for one year. Under
142. Id (emphasis added).
143. Id

4502.10, 4502.30.
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the 1968 Guidelines, a product and area could be considered a market
if a monopolist would increase price by any perceptible amount, even if
it were much less than one percent. As explained above, it is very important to use a higher threshold than this. 44 Second, the 1968 Guidelines seem to have presumed that price discrimination, at least
geographic price discrimination, is always possible. This would explain
why the 1968 Guidelines considered the geographic dimensions of the
relevant market to be any section of the country in which the merging
firms made significant sales. The new Guidelines do not maintain a
similar presumption, but rather delineate narrower markets only if
price discrimination is possible.14 5 Third, the 1968 Guidelines delineated broad markets if the merging firms' products were imperfect substitutes but narrow markets if they were perfect substitutes. It seems
implausible that broad and narrow markets are equally good bases for
assessing the likelihood of collusion. Thus, one or the other approach
probably should be taken regardless of the degree of substitutability
between the products of the merging firms. The new Guidelines' general principle of choosing the smallest market avoids the sort of market
gerrymandering that the 1968 Guidelines permitted. t46 Finally, the
new Guidelines have developed a much more complete and useful conceptual framework for thinking about market delineation issues.
B. Cross-Elasticityof Demand.
Possibly the only significant influence economists have had on judicial tbinking about market delineation has been to introduce the concept of cross-elasticity of demand.147 The cross-elasticity of demand
between two goods is the percentage change in the quantity of one that
is produced by a certain percentage increase in the price of the other,
48
divided by the percentage change in the price of the second good.
144. See supra notes 72-76 and accompanying text. The 1968 Guidelines were soundly criticized for their failure to require a higher significance threshold. See PRPOSNER. supra note 14, at
131-32; REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON PRODUCTIvITY AND COMPETITION [THE STIOLER RE-

PORT] (1969), reprintedin 1 J. REPRINTS FOR ANITrUST L. & EcON. 827, 847-48 (1969).
145. See supra notes 57-59 and accompanying text. The Guidelines do not indicate the conditions under which one should conclude that price discrimination is possible. For a discussion of
appropriate conditions, see supra note 58.
146. See supra notes 63-68 and accompanying text.

147. Leading cases on market delineation that use the term are Brown Shoe Co. v. United
States, 370 U.S. 294, 325 (1962); United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377,
394-404 (1956).
148. Because either of two goods can be the first good in this definition, there are two cross-

elasticities of demand for any two goods. The two cross-elasticities generally are not equal. See
Schmalensee, supra note 14, at 1815-16. Neither the merger cases nor the antitrust literature indicate which of these cross-elasticities one should examine in delineating markets.
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Cross-elasticity of demand is an indication of the degree of substitutability between two goods, and as such, it is a highly useful notion
in considering market delineation issues. On the other hand, it is only
the notion of cross-elasticity that is useful, not the measure itself. The
Guidelines rightly reject the use of cross-elasticity of demand as the test
of whether two products or areas are in the same market. 149
The Guidelines consider an area and group of products to be a
market if a profit-maximizing monopolist of that product in that area
would significantly increase price. The extent to which a monopolist
would increase price is largely a function of the own-elasticity of demand for the product and area--that is, the percentage change in the
quantity demanded of the product in that area that is produced by a
certain percentage change in the price of that product in that area, divided by the percentage change in that price. 50 Cross-elasticity is relevant only because it is closely related to own-elasticity. The ownelasticity of demand for any product is determined largely by the crosselasticities of demand for that product with other products. 15 ' Nevertheless, individual cross-elasticities provide a poor indication of the extent to which a monopolist would increase price.
A monopolist contemplating a price increase cares about the proportionate amount by which the quantity demanded of its own product
falls as price rises, which is indicated by the own-elasticity of demand.
Cross-elasticities of demand indicate the proportionate amount by
which the quantities demanded of other products change as the monopolist's price rises, but that is unimportant to the monopolist. Depending on the relative importance of the various products, given crosselasticities may correspond to a wide range of own-elasticities. Similarly, cross-elasticities of demand indicate how the quantity demanded
149. The Guidelines' rejection of cross-elasticity of demand as a test is entirely implicit; the
Guidelines never use the term.
150. Elasticities can be measured either for a specific, substantial change in price or for an
arbitrarily small change in price. The former is an "arc elasticity" and the latter is a "point elasticity." The relevant elasticity measurement in delineating markets under the Guidelines is an arc
elasticity measurement for a price increase of five percent above the prevailing price or some
likely future price. This elasticity governs the profitability of the price increase postulated by the
Guidelines in delineating markets.
151. The precise mathematical relationship is
-E

- I +.

i

Ei

in which E is the own-elasticity of demand for the good in question, E iis the cross-elasticity of
demand for good i with respect to the price of the good in question, and ai is the proportion of
income spent on good i divided by the proportion of income spent on the good in question. See,
eg., J. HENDERSON & R. QUANDT, MicROECoNOMIC THEORY 33 (3d ed. 1980). Landes & Posner,smupra note 14, at 961 n.43, report a somewhat different expression in which the elasticities are
those for a compensated demand function. Such a demand function is predicated on the assumption that consumers" incomes rise as prices rise so that their real incomes remain constant.
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of the monopolist's product changes when the prices of other products
change, but this knowledge also is irrelevant to the monopolist's decision. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the cross-elasticities between a
product and each of its substitutes may not be nearly as important as
the number of substitutes a product has. Many very small cross-elasticities may do more than one large cross-elasticity to keep a monopolist
from increasing price.
Finally, under the Guidelines demand conditions alone do not determine market boundaries. Both revenues and costs determine profit,
but elasticity of demand relates only to revenues. In assessing the extent to which a monopolist would increase price, it is necessary to consider not only the extent to which a price increase would cause a
reduction in quantity sold, but also the extent to which a reduction in
quantity would reduce costs. -Demand conditions generally are the
most important factors in determining the extent to which a monopolist
would increase price, but cost conditions cannot be ignored.
C.

The "Submarkets" and "PracticalIndicia" of Brown Shoe.

In Brown Shoe Co. v. United States,'5 2 the Supreme Court established a two-tiered approach to market delineation under section 7.
First, the Court indicated that the "outer boundaries" of a "market are
determined by reasonable interchangeability. . . or the cross-elasticity
of demand."' 53 The Court then added:
[W]ithin this broad market, well-defined submarkets may exist
which, in themselves, constitute product markets for antitrust purposes. The boundaries of such a submarket may be determined by
examining such practical indicia as industry or public recognition of
the submarket as a separate economic entity, the product's peculiar
characteristics and uses, unique production facilities, distinct customers, distinct
prices, sensitivity to price changes, and specialized
54
vendors.'
The extent to which the Guidelines' approach corresponds with
cross-elasticity of demand,'5 5 the first tier of analysis under Brown
Shoe, was just discussed. The extent to which the Guidelines' approach corresponds with the second tier is somewhat unclear because
the "submarket" concept of Brown Shoe is not well defined. Brown
Shoe has been construed as endorsing the use of share calculations
152. 370 U.S. 294 (1962).

153. id at 325.
154. Id (citation and footnote omitted). The quoted material is from a discussion of the product dimensions of markets, but the general approach must have been intended to apply to their
geographic dimensions as well.
155. See supra notes 147-51 and accompanying text.
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based on "submarkets" that would not also be markets. 56 The Guidelines do not permit such a procedure. To be deemed a market under
the Guidelines, an area and group of products must be such that a hypothetical monopolist of those products in that area would increase
price significantly. An area and a group of products that -do not meet
this definition are of no special significance under the Guidelines.

Moreover, share calculations for an area and group of products that do
constitute a market are of no relevance under the Guidelines. On the
other hand, the Guidelines recognize that there may be markets within
markets; the Guidelines' definition of a market generally implies an
infinite number of concentric markets. Subject to important qualifications, however, the Guidelines consider only the smallest of these markets to be relevant. If price discrimination is possible, there may be,
additional, narrower relevant markets under the Guidelines. In no
case, however, are any relevant markets called "submarkets"; nor are
they delineated according to the "practical indicia" of Brown Shoe.
The "practical indicia" probably were intended to be relatively
simple, objective criteria to be used in the place of a detailed case-bycase analysis. Unfortunately, these simple, objective criteria are not
very reliable. The "practical indicia" may be relevant in many cases,
but applying them mechanically is not likely to produce meaningful
market boundaries in most cases. The Guidelines' approach to market
delineation is fairly straightforward in abstract terms but cannot be reduced to simple "practical indicia." The Guidelines reflect a preference for a theoretically correct approach, logically derived from the,
ultimate goal of merger -enforcement, over the simplicity of Brown
Shoe.
D. Shipments Testsfor GeographicDimensions of Markets.
Brown Shoe's "practical indicia" are primarily intended to be used

to delineate the product dimensions of markets. Conceptually similar
criteria have also been proposed using data on product shipments to

determine the geographic dimensions of markets. Most notable are
those suggested by Kenneth Elzinga and Thomas Hogarty: that a

product and area be considered a market only if (1) relatively little of
the product that is consumed in the area is produced outside it, and (2)
relatively little of the product that is produced in the area is consumed
outside it.157 For the same reason that they rejectthe "practical indi156. See, eg., I. POSNER, SUpra note 14, at 129.
157. See Elzinga & Hogarty,. spra note 6, at 52-60; see also Elzinga & Hogarty, The Problem
of GeographicMfarket DefiitionRevisied" The Case of Coal, 23 ANTITRUST BULL. 1 (1978). An
.i2ternative approach was suggested in Shrieves, GeographicMarketAreasand Market Structurein
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cia," the Guidelines reject the use of these simple, objective criteria for
delineating the geographic dimensions of markets; such rules do not
necessarily produce the right answer.
It is clear that a product and area need not be a market under the
Guidelines even though there are neither imports of the product into
the area nor exports of the product from the area. One need only consider the example in the previous section.1 58 Any circle, no matter how
small, satisfies the Elzinga-Hogarty criteria, yet only circles of at least
155.6 miles are markets under the Guidelines. In smaller areas, a significant price increase would not be imposed by a monopolist because
the loss in sales would be too great.1 59 It is possible also for there to be
significant exports of a product from an area even though that product
and .area are a market under the Guidelines. This can happen either
because it is possible to price discriminate between local and distat
customers or because, although discrimination is not possible, production costs are significantly lower in the area than elsewhere. In the latter case, competitive pricing would result in the area exporting to
higher-cost areas, while a monopolist might be willing to forego those
exports to increase price to local customers: 6o
There can be significant imports of a product into an area despite
the fact that the product-and area constitute a market under the Guidelines. Figure 2 above illustrates one such situation. 161 If the seven sellers in the center of Figure 2 increased price until the area in which one
of them was the low-delivered-price seller shrank to the inner figure
(indicated by the light, solid line), the smallest circle containing the
seven sellers would also contain a substantial number of customers who
would buy from outside sellers.' 62 Giving their criteria the benefit of
all doubt, one could presume that in such cases Elzinga and Hogarty
the Bituminous Coal Industry, 23 ANTrrRusT BULL 589 (1978). For an analysis of this approach,
see Werden, The Use and Missse of Shioments Datain Defming Geographic Markets, 26 ANTITRusT BULL. 719 (1981).

158. See supra notes 122-30 and accompanying text.
159. Professor Elzinga recognizes this possibility. See Elzinga, Defxlng GeographicMarket
Boundaries, 26 ANTrrUsT BULL. 739, 742-43 (1981).
160. For a geometric example of the latter situation, see Werden, supra note 157, at 727-29.
See also id at 730. For Professor Elzinga's reaction to this example, see Elzinga, supra note 159,
at 746-48.
161. See supra text accompanying note 129.
162. Such a possibility is not unreasonable. Under demand and cost conditions similar to
those postulated in the example, the most profitable price increase for a monopolist would be that
on which the figure is based. Of course, the Guidelines generally would not consider a product
and area to be a market if price had already been increased to this point because a monopolist
would not increase price above prevailing or likely future levels. See supra notes 43-45 and accompanying text. However, the same qualitative result could easily be achieved in a situation in
which the prevailing price was significantly below the monopoly price.
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would determine the geographic boundaries of the market to be the
inner figure. 63 In that event, however, there still may be significant
imports of a product into an area, even though the product and area are
considered a market under the Guidelines. This can happen if the
product is highly differentiated and some of the consumers in the area
have a strong preference for the products of outside sellers. 164 The
Guidelines adopt a case-by-case assessment of the available evidence to
avoid such mistakes. 65
V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This article has explored the logical underpinnings, theoretical de-'
tails, and practical application of the Guidelines' market delineation
principles. The Guidelines' approach to market delineation is derivedl
directly from their "unifying thenle"-mergers should not be permitted
to create or enhance "market power."' 66 Exercises of market power
generally consist of increases m price through the collective acLion of
several firms; therefore, the Guidelines are primarily concerned with
the likelihood of collusion. The likelihood of collusion, in turn, is indicated primarily by the size distribution of competitors. Thus, market
delineation in the Guidelines is a tool used to construct market shares
that are as meaningful as possible. The Guidelines consider an area
and only if, a hypothetical
and group of products to be a market if,
unregulated, profit-maximizing firm that was the only present and future seller of those products in that area would impose a significant an&
non-transitory increase in price above prevailing or likely future levels.
If this condition is not satisfied, the merger of any two competitors a
fortiori could not create or enhance market power by facilitating collusion. To make market shares as meaningful as possible, the Guidelines
separate the delineation of markets from the identification of competitors in them and from consideration of ease of entry into them. By
phrasing the definition of a market in terms of what a present and future monopolist would do, the Guidelines initially restrict their focus to
whether substitution by buyers would make a significant price increase
163. It must be emphasized that available data rarely will be sufficiently refined to afford such
an opportunity. One often will be forced to work with data that specify only the state of origin
and destination for shipments. Because the Elzinga-Hogarty test often must use only aggregated'
data, there often will appear to be significant imports of a product into an area, even though the
product and area are a market.
164. See Kaplow, supra note 14, at 1836-38.
165. Shipments data have other practical limitations. For a discussion of those limitations in
the context of the coal industry, see U.S. DE'T OF JusTicE, supra note 139, at 23-24; Werden,
supra note 157, at 726.
:66. 2 TRADE REG.RFi. (CCH)

4501.
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unprofitable. Only later in the analysis do the Guidelines take into account the extent to which collusion among present sellers would be deterred by the ability of those not currently selling the relevant product
in the relevant area to begin doing so, through use of existing facilities
or through de novo entry.
The Guidelines also adopt several principles to prevent gerrymandering of market sizes and shapes in ways that would make market
shares less meaningful indicators of the likelihood of collusion. First,
the Guidelines require that markets be circular in some sense, with the
product and plant-of one of the merging firms at the center. While the
sense in which markets must be circular often is very abstract and may
not be well defined, the Guidelines maintain the basic principle of including in a market any product and location that are at least as good
substitutes for the product and location of the merging firm as any
product and location that is included. Second, subject to important exceptions, the Guidelines choose as the relevant market the smallest area
and group of products that clearly constitute a market. This eliminates
the use of very broad markets in some cases and very narrow markets
in others, depending on the market shares that would result. The
Guidelines initially assume that price discrimination is not possible and
delineate markets accordingly. If price discrimination is possible, the
Guidelines delineate additional, narrower markets oriented-to the consumer groups that could be the targets of discrimination. By making
this process explicit, the Guidelines considerably sharpen the issues of
both market delineation and share measurement.
Application of the Guidelines' market delineation procedure is
complicated by a number of unanswered questions. Their definition of
a market refers to the monopolist's ability to increase "price," but
"price" could be any of several different quantities. Furthermore,
whether the monopolist's price increase would be deemed significant
may depend on which price is used for comparison. Also critical is the
amount and duration by which price must increase before the increase
is considered significant. The Guidelines do not indicate the appropriate base price, and it seems clear that there is no right answer. This
issue probably is best left for case-by-case consideration. The Guidelines do propose specific significance thresholds. As a "first approximation" the Guidelines suggest that price must increase at least five
percent for at least one year before the price increase will be considered
significant. Although there is no clear basis for choosing any particular
price and time thresholds, the Guidelines' first approximation seems
fairly reasonable. On the other hand, there are several reasons why
somewhat higher thresholds might be better.
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The Guidelines provide little direction concerning practical application of their procedure, and what direction they do provide is of little
assistance. The Guidelines reject the simple, objective rules that have
been suggested by others and propose none of their own; they establish
a set of principles for delineating markets that cannot be reduced to
simple, objective rules. In some cases it will be possible to make reliable, qualitative estimates of the extent to which a monopolist would
increase price, but generally it will not. In most cases, the Guidelines
provide only a conceptual framework for thinking about the issues; this
is, however, not a small contribution. Indeed, the introduction of this
conceptual framework is the Guidelines' major achievement.
It is too soon to know whether the market delineation principles
embodied in the Guidelines will have a significant impact on litigation
under section 7. It will take some time for them to be fully understood
and even longer for courts to pass judgment on them. Present legal
precedents on market delineation lack a coherent conceptual framework and provide trial judges little guidance in assessing the difficult
questions of fact posed in market delineation. Judges should find life
much easier and probably will produce significantly better decisions if
they adopt the conceptual framework of the Guidelines. Rather than
determining which opposing expert has the more sensible approach,
judges could more easily evaluate the critical factual issues if all the
experts were forced to discuss the problem under a common set of principles such as those in the Guidelines. With luck the courts will also
see it this way.

